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Zdravo-WHFKQLFNi þiVW MH YČQRYiQD QiYUKX YQLWĜQtKR XåLWNRYpKR YRGRYRGX D YQLWĜQt
NDQDOL]DFH VH ]DPČĜHQtP QD Y\XåLWt GHãĢRYp YRG\ 'HãĢRYi YRGD MH Y URGLQQpP GRPČ
SRXåtYiQD SUR VSODFKRYiQt:&D ~NOLG GiOH MHY\XåLWD N P\Wt DXWD, ]DOpYiQt SRSĜ N MLQêP
~þHOĤPQD]DKUDGČ 3UR DNXPXODFL GHãĢRYpYRG\ MHQDYUåHQDQiGUå9 SĜtSDGČ LQWHQ]LYQtFK
VUiåHNMHOLNYLGDFHGHãĢRYêFKYRGGiOHĜHãHQD]DVDNRYiQtP
%$5(â29È /XFLH ěHãHQt ]GUDYRWHFKQLN\ Y REMHNWX URGLQQpKR GRPX V Y\XåLWtP GHãĢRYp




The subject of bachelor thesis is project of family house and design of its sanitary 
installations. Project is processed for two-floor masonry blocks family house for the family of 
four members.  
The part of sanitary installations is focused on design of internal water distribution and 
sewerage system with use of rain water. Rain water is used in the house for flushing and 
cleaning, it is also used for cleaning a car, watering or other purposes in the garden. For 
accumulation of rain water is designed a store tank. In the case of heavy rainfall infiltration 
system is designed for disposal of rain water.  
%$5(â29È/XFLHSolution of Sanitary Installations in the Family House with Use of the 
Rain Water. 9â%± TU Ostrava, 2017. 
Number of pages: 51 
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A   ~þLQQiSORFKDVWĜHFK\       [m2] ܣ௜  SĤGRU\VQêSUĤPČWRGYRGĖRYDQpSORFK\XUþLWpKRGUXKX  [m2] ܣ௥௘ௗ   UHGXNRYDQêSĤGRU\VQêSUĤPČWRGYRGĖRYDQpSORFK\  [m2] ܣ௩௦௔௞  YVDNRYDFtSORFKD       [m2] ܣ௩௭   SORFKDKODGLQ\YVDNRYDFtKR]DĜt]HQt    [m2] 
B  ãtĜNDVFKRGLãĢRYpKRVWXSQČ      [mm] 
C  VRXþLQLWHORGWRNX        [-] 
DN   MPHQRYLWiVYČWORVWSRWUXEt
DU                  YêSRþWRYêRGWRN       [l/s] 
EPS   SČQRYêSRO\VW\UHQ
H  YêãNDVFKRGLãĢRYpKRVWXSQČ      [mm] 
K                     VRXþLQLWHORGWRNX       [l0,5/s0,5] 
Kv   NRQVWUXNþQtYêãND       [mm] 
L  GpONDSRG]HPQtKRSURVWRUX      [m] 
P   Y\XåLWHOQiSORFKDVWĜHFK\      [m2] 
Q   PQRåVWYt]DFK\FHQpVUiåNRYpYRG\     [m3/rok] 
QA   MPHQRYLWêYêWRN       [l/s] 
QD  YêSRþWRYêSUĤtok        [l/s] 
Qm   PD[LPiOQtGHQQtSRWĜHEDYRG\     [l/den] 
Qmax  PD[LPiOQtSUĤWRNVSODãNRYêFKYRG      [l/s]
Qp   SUĤPČUQiGHQQtSRWĜHEDYRG\     [l/den] 
Qr  RGWRNGHãĢRYêFKYRG       [l/s] 
QURþ  URþQtSRWĜHEDYRG\       [l/den] 
Qtot   FHONRYêSUĤWRNVSODãNRYêFKYRG     [l/s]  
Qww  SUĤWRNVSODãNRYêFKYRG      [l/s] 
R   NRHILFLHQWY\XåLWtVUiåNRYpYRG\     [-] 
R   WODNRYi]WUiWDWĜHQtP       [kPa/m] 
Sd   FHONRYiVSRWĜHEDYHãNHUpYRG\QDRE\YDWHOHDGHQ  [l] 
Tpr   GREDSUi]GQČQt       [s] 
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VN    SRWĜHEQêREMHPQiGUåH      [m3] 
Vp   REMHPQiGUåHGOHPQRåVWYtY\XåLWHOQpVUiåNRYpYRG\  [m3] ௩ܸ௭   UHWHQþQtREMHPYVDNRYDFtKR]DĜt]HQt    [m3]
Vv    REMHPQiGUåHGOHVSRWĜHE\      [m3] 
W   FHONRYêREMHP       [m3] 
XPS  H[WUXGRYDQêSRO\VW\UHQ
B   ãtĜNDSRG]HPQtKRSURVWRUX      [m] 
f   VRXþLQLWHOEH]SHþQRVWLYVDNX      [-] 
ff   NRHILFLHQW~þLQQRVWLILOWUXPHFKDQLFNêFKQHþLVWRW   [-] 
fs   NRHILFLHQWRGWRNXVWĜHFK\      [-] 
g  WtKRYp]U\FKOHQt       [m/s2] 
h  sYLVOiY]GiOHQRVWPH]L~URYQČPL]DþiWNXDNRQFHSRWUXEt  [m] 
hd   QiYUKRYê~KUQVUiåHN      [mm] 
hvz  YêãNDSURSXVWQêFKVWČQ      [m] 
i   LQWHQ]LWDGHãWČ       [l/s.m2] 
j  PQRåVWYtVUiåHN       [mm/rok] 
kd   VRXþLQLWHOGHQQtQHURYQRPČUQRVWL     [-] 
kh   VRXþLQLWHOKRGLQRYpQHURYQRPČUQRVWL    [-] ݇௩  koeficient vsaku        [m/s] 
l   GpOND~VHNXSRWUXEt       [m] 
m   SyURYLWRVWQHERUHWHQþQtVFKRSQRVWYVDNRYDFtKR]DĜt]HQt  [-] 
n  SRþHWRVRE
ns  SRþHWVFKRGLãĢRYêFKVWXSĖĤ
pdis   GLVSR]LþQtSĜHWODN QD]DþiWNXSRVX]RYDQpKRSRWUXEt  [kPa] 
pminFL   PLQLPiOQtSRåDGRYDQêK\GURG\QDPLFNêSĜHWODN   [kPa] 
q   VSHFLILFNiSRWĜHEDYRG\      [l/den] ݍ௔௨௧௢ǡ௥௢þ  URþQtSRWĜHEDYRG\QDP\WtDXWD     [m3/rok]
qm  VSODFKRYDFtREMHPSĜLPDOpPVSOiFKQXWt    [l] 
qo   VSODFKRYDFtREMHP       [l] ݍ௥௢þ  FHONRYiURþQtSRWĜHEDXåLWNRYpYRG\    [m3/rok] 
q~NOLG  SRWĜHEDYRG\QD~NOLG      [l/m2] 
q~NOLGURþ URþQtSRWĜHEDXåLWNRYpYRG\QD~NOLG    [m3/rok] 
qv  VSODFKRYDFtREMHPSĜLYHONpPVSOiFKQXWt    [l] 
qWC  SRWĜHEDYRG\SURVSODFKRYiQt:&     [l/os.den] 
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ݍௐ஼ǡ௥௢þ URþQtSRWĜHEDYRG\QDVSODFKRYiQt:&    [m3/rok] 
qzal   SRWĜHEDXåLWNRYpYRG\QD]DOpYiQt     [l/m2] 
q]DOURþ  URþQtSRWĜHEDXåLWNRYpYRG\QD]DOpYiQt    [m3/rok] ݐ௖  doEDWUYiQtVUiåN\       [min] 
v   SUĤWRþQiU\FKORVW       [m/s] 
z   NRHILFLHQWRSWLPiOQtYHOLNRVWL     [-] 
Į  VNORQVFKRGLãĢRYpKRUDPHQH     >@
¨pf   WODNRYi]WUiWDPtVWQtFKRGSRUĤ     [kPa] ᇞpe WODNRYi]WUiWD]SĤVREHQiYêãNRYêPUR]GtOHPPH]L
~URYQČPL]DþiWNXDNRQFHSRVX]RYDQpKRSRWUXEt   [kPa] ᇞpRF   WODNRYp]WUiW\YOLYHPWĜHQtDPtVWQtFKRGSRUĤ   [kPa] 
Ȉᇞpwm VRXþHWWODNRYêFK]WUiWYRGRPČUĤRVD]HQêFK
 v SRVX]RYDQpPSRWUXEt      [kPa] 
ȈᇞpAP   VRXþHWWODNRYêFK]WUiWQDSRMHQêFK]DĜt]HQtRVD]HQêFK
v SRVX]RYDQpPSRWUXEt      [kPa] 
ȟ  VRXþLQLWHOPtVWQtKRRGSRUX      [-] 
ȡ  hustota vody         [kg/m3] ߰  VRXþLQLWHORGWRNXVUiåNRYêFKSRYUFKRYêFKYRG
SURRGYRGĖRYDQRXSORFKX      [-] 
 






SRGPtQN\ D GRVWDWHþQČ SURSXVWQp SRGORåt PČOL E\FKRP OLNYLGDFL GHãĢRYêFK YRG ĜHãLW
]DVDNRYiQtP'DOãtvariantou MH UHWHQFH2GYiGČQtGHãĢRYêFKYRGGRGHãĢRYpNDQDOL]DFH MH
DåSRVOHGQtPRåQRVWt
3URWRåH OLNYLGDFH GHãĢRYêFK YRG MH QXWQi QDEt]t VH ĜHãHQt NWHUp ]iURYHĖPĤåH VQtåLW
QiNODG\ QD YêGDMH ]D SLWQRX YRGX 'HãĢRYRX YRGX O]H ]DFK\WiYDW Y DNXPXODþQt QiGUåL D
Y\XåtYDW ML WDP NGH QHQt QXWQp SRXåtW SLWQRX YRGX 'HãĢRYi YRGD PĤåH EêW SRXåLWD
k ]DYODåRYiQt VSODFKRYiQt:&~NOLGXDOH WDNpSUDQt&HONRYČ O]H MHMtPY\XåtYiQtPVQtåLW
SRWĜHEXSLWQpYRG\DåQDSRORYLQX
 
2EUþ1 - 1iKUDGDSLWQpYRG\YRGRXGHãĢRYRX[14] 
  





V GQHãQt GREČ MLå ILUP\ QDEt]HMt V\VWpP\ SUR Y\XåLWt GHãĢRYêFK YRG Jejich ziNODGQt
SULQFLSMHQiVOHGXMtFt
9RGD]HVWĜHFK\VYHGHQDGRDNXPXODþQtQiGUåH3URWRåHMHQXWQp]DMLVWLWDE\YRGDE\OD
dostateþQČ þLVWi QDYUKXMt VH SĜHG QiGUåt filtry. ýLVWRWD YRG\ MH GiOH ]DMLãWČQD WtP åH ViQt
SUREtKiY ~URYQLWČVQČSRGMHMtKODGLQRXNGHMHYRGDQHMþLVWãt7RKRMHGRFtOHQRSRXåLWtPVDFt
soupravy s SORYiNHP9RGDMHSDNþHUSiQD] QiGUåHN PtVWXNGHEXGHSRXåLWD
V V\VWpPX PXVt EêW LQVWDORYiQD ĜtGtFt MHGQRWND NWHUi ]DMLVWt GRSOQČQt SLWQRX YRGRX
v SĜtSDGČ VXFKpKR REGREt  'RSOĖRYDW SLWQRX YRGX O]H SĜtPR GR DNXPXODþQt QiGUåH QHER
SĜtPR GR YêWODþQpKR SRWUXEt 'RSOQČQt SĜtPR GR UR]YRGĤ XåLWNRYp YRG\ MH HIHNWLYQČMãt
6SRWĜHEDSLWQpYRG\MHQLåãtQHåGRSOĖRYiQtPGRDNXPXODþQtQiGUåH




2EUþ2 - =DĜt]HQtSURY\XåLWtGHãĢRYpYRG\[14] 
 





V WpWREDNDOiĜVNpSUiFL MHGHãĢRYiYRGDY URGLQQpPGRPČY\XåtYiQD pro VSODFKRYiQt
:&D~NOLGGiOHN P\WtDXWD]DOpYiQtSRSĜN MLQêP~þHOĤPQD]DKUDGČ  
B\OQDYUåHQV\VWpm firmy Asio [15]. AS ± 5(:$.RPELMHSODVWRYiSRG]HPQtQiGUåR
objemu 3,94 m3, je vybavena ILOWUHPPHFKDQLFNêFKQHþLVWRW$6 - PURAIN. Voda je svedena 




'iOH MH QDYUåHna DXWRPDWLFNi SURYR]Qt DPRQLWRURYDFt MHGQRWND$6 ± RAINMASTER 
(FR 0XVt EêW QDSRMHQD QD SLWQRX YRGX D YåG\ MH WĜHED QDYUKQRXW EH]SHþQRVWQt SĜHSDG
-HGQRWND MH Y\EDYHQD VDPRQDViYDFtP PHPEUiQRYêP þHUSDGOHP 'RGiYND REVDKXMH VDGX
WODNRYpKR SĜLSRMHQt Dby b\OR PRåQp XåLWNRYRX YRGX UR]YiGČW N ]DĜL]RYDFtP SĜHGPČWĤP.
Pokud je v DNXPXODþQtQiGUåLQHGRVWDWHNYRG\ MHGQRWND$6± RAINMASTER automaticky 
SĜHSQH HOHNWULFNê WĜtFHVWQê NXORYê YHQWLO QD UHåLP ]iVRERYiQt SLWQRX YRGRXV jednotce je 
]DEXGRYDQi]iVREQtQiGUåNDNWHUiVORXåtN DNXPXODFLDRGGČOHQtSLWQpYRG\. 
 
2EUþ3 - 1DYUåHQiDNXPXODþQtQiGUå[15] 




2EUþ4 - 9VDNRYDFtWXQHO[15] 
2.2.1iNODG\SRĜt]HQtV\VWpPXY\XåLWtGHãĢRYpYRG\
 
1iYUK V\VWpPX MH ] eNRORJLFNpKR KOHGLVND EH]SRFK\E\ YêKRGQê -H DOH WĜHED ]YiåLW
HNRQRPLFNp KOHGLVNR &HQ\ QD SRĜt]HQt DNXPXODþQt QiGUåH D GDOãtKR SĜtVOXãHQVWYt MVHP
SRXåLOD] FHQtNXILUP\$VLR[15]. 
&HQDDNXPXODþQtQiGUåH$6 - REWA Kombi je 52 .þFHQD ĜtGtFtDPRQLWRURYDFt
jednotky AS - RAINMASTER Eco je 22 .þ/]HSRþtWDWs QDYêãHQtPQiNODGĤVWDYE\R
74 .þ.RQHþQiFHQDVHMHãWČQDYêãtRFHQX]HPQtFKSUDFt DQiNODG\QDPRQWiå]DĜt]HQt
  








a) 1i]HYstavby: RRGLQQê GĤP
b) 0tVWRVWDYE\ 3tVHFNi2VWUDYD ± 7ĜHERYLFH 722 00 
SþN~7ĜHERYLFHYH6OH]VNX
3.1.2. ÒGDMHRVWDYHEQtNRYL
7RPiã.RXWQê3DODFNpKR +DYtĜRY 736 01 
3.1.3. ÒGDMHR]SUDFRYDWHOLSURMHNWRYpGRNXPHQWDFH






b) ÒGDMH R RFKUDQČ ~]HPt SRGOH MLQêFK SUiYQtFK SĜHGSLVĤ SDPiWNRYi UHzervace, 
SDPiWNRYi]yQD]YOiãWČFKUiQČQp~]HPt]iSODYRYp~]HPtDSRG





6UiåNRYpYRG\]H VWĜHFK\ URGLQQpKRGRPX MVRX ]DFK\FRYiQ\Y DNXPXODþQtQiGUåL D
GiOH Y\XåtYiQ\ Y URGLQQpP GRPČ 3UR SĜtSDG YHOPL LQWHQ]LYQtFK VUiåHN MH QDYUåHQ
]DVDNRYDFtWXQHO
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d) ÒGDMH R VRXODGX V ~]HPQČ SOiQRYDFt GRNXPHQWDFt QHE\OR-OL Y\GiQR ~]HPQt
UR]KRGQXWtQHER~]HPQtRSDWĜHQtSRSĜQHE\O-OLY\GiQ~]HPQtVRXKODV
3R]HPHN VH QDFKi]t Y SORãH LQGLYLGXiOQtKR E\GOHQt 6WDYED MH Y souladu s SODWQêP
~]HPQtPSOiQHPPČVWD2VWUDY\
e) ÒGDMHR VRXODGX V ~]HPQtPUR]KRGQXWtPQHERYHĜHMQRSUiYQt VPORXYRX~]HPQt




Stavba je v VRXODGX VH VWDYHEQtP SRYROHQtP Y\GDQêP VWDYHEQtP ~ĜDGHP PČVWD
Ostravy.  
f) ÒGDMHRGRGUåHQtREHFQêFKSRåDGDYNĤQDY\XåLWt~]HPt
Stavba je v souladu s SODWQêP~]HPQtPSOiQHP








j) 6H]QDP SR]HPNĤ D VWDYHE GRWþHQêFK SURYiGČQtP VWDYE\ SRGOH NDWDVWUX
QHPRYLWRVWt
 




Parc. þ .DWDVWUiOQt~]HPt Druh pozemku 9êPČUD  9ODVWQtNSR]HPNX
1930/1 7ĜHERYLFHYH6OH]VNX Komunikace 985 m2 0ČVWR2VWUDYD




872/6 7ĜHERYLFHYH6OH]VNX Zahrada 341 m2 -DQ0DOê1DNRSFL
Opava 746 04 











StDYED QHQt NXOWXUQt SDPiWNRX DQL VH QHQDFKi]t Y SDPiWNRYp ]yQČ  1HQt QXWQi
]YOiãWQtRFKUDQDSRGOHMLQêFKSUiYQtFKSĜHGSLVĤ
e) ÒGDMH R GRGUåHQt WHFKQLFNêFK SRåDGDYNĤ QD VWDYE\ D REHFQêFK WHFKQLFNêFK
SRåDGDYNĤ]DEH]SHþXMtFtFKEH]EDULpURYpXåtYiQtVWDYHE
StavbD VSOĖXMH SRåDGDYN\ Y\KOiãN\  6E 2 WHFKQLFNêFK SRåDGDYFtFK na 
stavby [1] a VWDYHEQtKR]iNRQD183/2006 O ~]HPQtPSOiQRYiQtDVWDYHEQtPĜiGX [2]. 
6WDYED QHSRGOpKi Y\KOiãFH þ  6E R REHFQêFK WHFKQLFNêFK SRåDGDYFtFK
]DEH]SHþXMtFtFK EH]EDULpURYp XåtYiQt VWDYHE [3], NWHUi VWDQRYt REHFQp WHFKQLFNp
SRåDGDYN\]DEH]SHþXMtFtXåtYiQtRVREDPLV RPH]HQRXVFKRSQRVWtSRK\EXD orientace. 
V URGLQČLQYHVWRUDVWDYE\QHMVRXRVRE\V RPH]HQRXVFKRSQRVWtSRK\EXDRULHQWDFH



















HQHUJHWLFNpQiURþQRsti budov apod.) 
'RGiYND SLWQp YRG\ MH ]DMLãWČQD QDSRMHQtP REMHNWX QD YHĜHMQê YRGRYRG 9êSRþHW
SRWĜHE\YRG\MHXYHGHQYSĜtOR]H þ
'HãĢRYiYRGD]HVWĜHFK\URGLQQpKRGRPXMH]DFK\FRYiQDY DNXPXODþQtQiGUåLDGiOH
Y\XåtYiQDY URGLQQpPGRPČQiYUKYHOLNRVWLQiGUåH± YL]SĜtORKD). 3URSĜtSDGYHOPL
LQWHQ]LYQtFKVUiåHNMHQDYUåHQ]DVDNRYDFtWXQHOQiYUK± YL]SĜtORKD).
Objekt je napojen na YHĜHMQRX VSODãNRYRX NDQDOL]DFL ELODQFH VSODãNRYêFK YRG MH
uvedena v SĜtOR]Hþ
7ĜtGDHQHUJHWLFNpQiURþQRVWLEXGRYy: B ± ~VSRUQiYL]SĜtORKDþ. 4). 
'RGiYNDSO\QXMH]DMLãWČQDSO\QRYRGQtSĜtSRMNRX ]HVWiYDMtFtKRYHĜHMQpKRSO\QRYRGX  
(OHNWULFNiHQHUJLHMHGRGiYiQDSRPRFtHOHNWURSĜtSRMN\NWHUiEXGHnapojeQDSRPRFt
NDEHORYpVSRMN\QDYHĜHMQRXHOHNWULFNRXVtĢ




























6WDYED EXGH UHDOL]RYiQD QD SDUFHOH þ 871/9 v N~ 7ĜHERYLFH ve Slezsku. Dle 





%\O SURYHGHQ LQåHQêUVNR-JHRORJLFNê K\GURJHRORJLFNê D UDGRQRYê SUĤ]NXP
=HPLQD MH SĜHYiåQČ KOLQLWR-StVþLWi+ODGLQD SRG]HPQt YRG\ VH QDFKi]t P SRG








6WDYED QHEXGHPtW QHJDWLYQt YOLY QD RNROQt SR]HPN\ D VWDYE\ -HPRåQp SRX]H
NUiWNRGREp]DWtåHQtKOXNHPSĜLYODVWQtFKVWDYHEQtFKSUDFtFK+OXNRYi]iWČåEXGH
v GREČ YêVWDYE\ SRNXG PRåQR PLQLPDOL]RYiQD D QHSĜHNURþt SĜtSXVWQp GHQQt
limity.  
6WDYED QHJDWLYQČ QHRYOLYQt RGWRNRYp SRPČU\ 2GWRN GHãĢRYêFK YRG MH ĜHãHQ
v SĜtSDGČ ]SHYQČQêFK SORFK MHMLFK VSiGRYiQtP 6UiåNRYp YRG\ ]H VWĜHFK\
URGLQQpKR GRPX MVRX ]DFK\FRYiQ\ Y DNXPXODþQt QiGUåL D GiOH Y\XåtYiQ\
v URGLQQpP GRPČ 3UR SĜtSDG YHOPL LQWHQ]LYQtFK VUiåHN MH QDYUåHQ ]DVDNRYDFt
tunel.











1DSRMHQt QD GRSUDYQt LQIUDVWUXNWXUX MH ]DMLãWČQR VWiYDMtFtP sjezdem z PtVWQt
NRPXQLNDFHSDUFþXO=DKUDGQt
1DSRMHQt QD WHFKQLFNRX LQIUDVWUXNWXUX EXGH ĜHãHQR SĜtSRMNDPL vody, plynu a 


















6WDYED VH QDFKi]t QD SDUFHOH þ  Y NDWDVWUiOQtP ~]HPt 7ĜHERYLFH YH
Slezsku. Pozemek je rRYLQQê D Y VRXþDVQp GREČ SRX]H ]DWUDYQČQê =iVWDYED
v RNROtSR]HPNXMHWYRĜHQDSĜHYiåQČGYRXSRGODåQtPLURGLQQêPL domy.  
b) $UFKLWHNWRQLFNpĜHãHQt
5RGLQQêGĤPMHQHSRGVNOHSHQêV SUYQtPQDG]HPQtPSRGODåtPDSRGNURYtP
9VWXSGRGRPXMH]HVHYHURYêFKRGQtVWUDQy. Na VWUDQČMLKR]iSDGQtMHWHUDVD, na 
NWHURXMHXPRåQČQYVWXS] REêYDFtKRSRNRMH
6WDYED MH]GČQi] FLKHOQêFKEORNĤ3RURWKHUPVH]DWHSOHQtP(36 3ĤGRU\V MH
REGpOQtNRYê6WĜHFKDMHVHGORYiVHVNORQHP %DUYDIDViG\MHEtOiVSRGQt





Stavba nepoGOpKi Y\KOiãFH þ  6E R REHFQêFK WHFKQLFNêFK
SRåDGDYFtFK ]DEH]SHþXMtFtFK EH]EDULpURYp XåtYiQt VWDYHE [3], NWHUi VWDQRYt
REHFQp WHFKQLFNp SRåDGDYN\ ]DEH]SHþXMtFt XåtYiQt RVREDPL V omezenou 





na stavby [1]. 9êãN\SDUDSHWĤVSOĖXMtPLQYêãNXPP8IUDQFRX]VNêFK
RNHQMHQDYUåHQR]iEUDGOt.
4.2.6. =iNODGQtWHFKQLFNêSRSLVVWDYHE
5RGLQQê GĤP MH ĜHãHQ MDNR GYRXSRGODåQt  13 D SRGNURYt), je 
nepodsNOHSHQê  
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-VRX QDYUåHQ\ ]iNODGRYp SiV\ z betonu C16/20. =iNODGRYi VSiUD je 
v QH]iPU]Qp KORXEFH  PP SRG YQLWĜQtPL QRVQêPL VWČQDPL NRPtQHP D
VFKRGLãWČP v hloubce 500 mm SRG~URYQtWHUpQXV PtVWČSURVWXSXNDQDOL]DFH
SĜHV ]iNODG EXGH ~URYHĖ ]iNODGRYp VSiU\ VQtåHQD GR KORXEN\ PP SRG
~URYHĖ WHUpQX 3RGNODGQt EHWRQRYi GHVND MH ] EHWRQX & Y\]WXåHQi
RFHORYRX NDUL VtWt  3ĜtþN\ MVRX WO  PP D QHQt QXWQp SRG QLPL
GČODW]iNODG\
2EYRGRYp VWČQ\ MVRX ]GČQp ] FLKHOQêFK EORNĤ 3RURWKHUP  3URIL QD ]GtFt
SČQX'U\IL[2EYRGRYp]GLYRMH]DWHSOHQR]DWHSORYDFtPV\VWpPHP(WLFVZHEHU
WKHUPVWDQGDUW WHSHOQiL]RODFHMH](36WOPP9QLWĜQtQRVQpVWČQ\MVRX
z EURXãHQêFK FLKHO 3RURWKHUP  3URIL 3ĜtþN\ ] EURXãHQêFK FLKHO Porotherm 
Profi tl. 115. V PtVWQRVWL :& Y 1.NP a v NRXSHOQČ Y 13 MVRX Y\WYRĜHQ\
ViGURNDUWRQRYp SĜHGVWČQ\ SUR YHGHQt UR]YRGĤYRG\ D NDQDOL]DFHV NRXSHOQČ
v 1.13EXGHSURVNU\Wt SĜLSRMRYDFtKRSRWUXEtY\WYRĜHQsokl u podlahy 200x100 
mm.
8ORåHQt SĜHNODGĤ 3RURWKHUP QDG RNHQQtPL D GYHĜQtPL RWYRU\ MH QDYUåHQR
v ]iYLVORVWL QD YHOLNRVWL RWYRUX9 REYRGRYêFK VWČQiFK MH VRXVWDYD FLKHOQêFK
SĜHNODGĤ.3GRSOQČQDWHSHOQRXL]RODFt9 SĜtþNiFKMVRXQDGGYHĜQtPLRWYRU\
QDYUåHQ\SORFKpSĜHNODG\3RURWKHUP.3  
6WURS WO  PP MH QDYUåHQ WDNp ]H V\VWpPX 3RURWKHUP ] YORåHN 0LDNR D
NHUDPLFNêFKQRVQtNĤ2VRYpY]GiOHQRVWLQRVQtNĤMVRXQHERPP± viz 
YêNUHV þ . V PtVWČ XORåHQt VFKRGLãWČ MVRX QDYUåHQ\  QRVQtN\ D VQtåHQp
YORåN\0LDNR WDN DE\E\ORPRåQpQDSRMLW åHOH]REHWRQRYRXGHVNX VFKRGLãWČ
'DOãt SRGHSĜHQt WĜHPL QRVQtN\ MH QDYUåHQRY PtVWČ SRG VORXSNHPNURYX NGH
QRVQtN\ ]iURYHĖ SĜHQiãHMt ]DWtåHQt od SĜtþN\ Y 2.NP. V WRPWRPtVWČ MH QDYtc
QDYUåHQR Y\]WXåHQt GYČPD RFHORYêPL YiOFRYDQêPL SURILO\ ,  .RPtQRYi
YêPČQD MH ĜHãHQD SRPRFt / SURILOĤ [[ XORåHQêFK ] obou stran na dva 
327QRVQtN\9 PtVWČ XORåHQt / SURILOX MVRX SRXåLW\ VQtåHQp YORåN\0LDNR
.RPtQRYRXYêPČQXEXGHQXWQpRYČĜLWVWDWLFNêPYêSRþWHP3URVWXS\YHVWURSČ
MVRX ĜHãHQ\ Y\QHFKiQtP 0LDNR YORåN\ D GREHWRQiYNRX äHOH]REHWRQRYê
]WXåXMtFtYČQHFMHSURYHGHQY ~URYQLVWURSX9 PtVWQRVWL:&Y 13MHVQtåHQê
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ViGURNDUWRQRYê SRGKOHG NWHUê EXGH ]DYČãHQ QD NRQVWUXNFL ] &' SURILOĤ
6iGURNDUWRQRYêSRGKOHGMHLY 13SRG~URYQtNOHãWLQ
V URGLQQpP GRPČ MH QDYUåHQR GYRXUDPHQQp PRQROLWLFNp åHOH]REHWRQRYp
VFKRGLãWČ 1iYUK VFKRGLãWČ MH XYHGHQ Y SĜtOR]H þ  1RVQi WO  PP
åHOH]REHWRQRYiGHVNDMH] EHWRQX&Y\]WXåHQpKRRFHORYêPLSUXty. Na ni 
MVRX Y\EHWRQRYiQ\ VFKRGLãĢRYp VWXSQČ 6WXSQLFH EXGRX REORåHQ\ GĜHYČQêP
obkladem.  




3UR YQLWĜQt SRYUFKRYp ~SUDY\ EXGH SRXåLWD YiSHQRFHPHQWRYi RPtWND
V NRXSHOQiFK :& D NXFK\QL EXGH SURYHGHQ NHUDPLFNê RENODG 9êãND
obkladu je specifLNRYiQDYHYêNUHVHFKþDþ
4.2.7. 7HFKQLFNiDWHFKQRORJLFNi]DĜt]HQt
-HQDYUåHQV\VWpPfirmy Asio [15] QDY\XåLWtGHãĢRYêFKYRG
9RGD ]H VWĜHFK\ MH VYHGHQD GR DNXPXODþQt QiGUåH 3UR SĜHGþLãWČQt GHãĢRYp
YRG\VORXåtILOWU$6± 385$,1NWHUêMHVRXþiVWtDNXPXODþQtQiGUåH. 3ODVWRYi
DNXPXODþQt QiGUå $6 - REWA .RPEL Pi REMHP  P3 1iYUK YHOLNRVWL
QidUåH MH XYHGHQ Y SĜtOR]H þ . 3ĜHSDG ] DNXPXODþQt QiGUåH MH ]D~VWČQ GR
YVDNRYDFtKRWXQHOX$6± .5(&+71iYUKYVDNRYDFtKR]DĜt]HQt± YL]SĜtORKD
þ
Do rozvodu XåLWNRYp YRG\ MH SĜHGþLãWČQi GHãĢRYi YRGD þHUSiQD SRPRFt
]DĜt]HQt$6± RAINMASTER ECO. Tato MHGQRWND]DEH]SHþXMHQHMHQþHUSiQt
DOH WDNp GRSOĖRYiQt SLWQp YRG\GR UR]YRGĤXåLWNRYp YRG\Y SĜtSDGČ VXFKpKR
REGREt 'HãĢRYi YRGD MH Y URGLQQpP GRPČ Y\XåLWD NH VSODFKRYiQt :& D
~NOLGX-HWDNpSĜLYHGHQDN ]DKUDGQtPXNRKRXWXDPĤåHEêWY\XåLWDN P\WtDXWD
QHER]DOpYiQt]DKUDG\





4.2.9. =iVDG\KRVSRGDĜHQtV energiemi 
%\OR SURYHGHQR WHSHOQČ WHFKQLFNp Y\KRGQRFHQt NRQVWUXNFt Y programu Teplo 
2014 [17] ± YL] SĜtORKD þ  .RQVWUXNFH VSOĖXMt SRåDGDYN\ QRUP\ ý61 
0540 [5]. 
9êSRþHWWHSHOQêFK]WUiWYL]SĜtORKDþ byl proveden v SURJUDPX=WUiW\
[6]. (QHUJHWLFNêãWtWHNREiON\EXGRY\ MHSĜtOR]Hþ 5RGLQQêGĤP VSDGiGR




1iYUK Y\WiSČQt QHQt SĜHGPČWHP WpWR EDNDOiĜVNp SUiFH Jako zdroj tepla bude 
QDYUåHQSO\QRYêNRQGHQ]DþQtNRWHO
'HQQt RVYČWOHQt D SURVOXQČQt MH ]DMLãWČQR QiYUKHP GRVWDWHþQpKR SRþWX D
YHOLNRVWLRNHQQtFKRWYRUĤ9 NDåGpPtVWQRVWL MVRXQDYUåHQDVYtWLGOD]DMLãĢXMtFt
XPČOp RVYČWOHQt 3RGUREQê QiYUK XPČOpKR RVYČWOHQt QHQt VRXþiVWt EDNDOiĜVNp
SUiFH
=iVRERYiQt YRGRX MH ]DMLãWČQR QDSRMHQtP QD YHĜHMQê YRGRYRG 9 URGLQQpP
GRPČMHWDNpY\XåtYiQD GHãĢRYiYRGD.  
2EMHNW MH QDSRMHQ QD VSODãNRYRX NDQDOL]DFL 'HãĢRYi NDQDOL]DFH VH Y WpWR
ORNDOLWČ QHQDFKi]t 'HãĢRYp YRG\ MVRX ]DFK\FRYiQ\ Y DNXPXODþQt QiGUåL D









5L]LNR SURQLNiQt UDGRQX ] SRGORåt QHKUR]t 1HE\OR ]MLãWČQR åe by se v WpWR
ORNDOLWČ ãtĜLO\ EOXGQp SURXG\ 1HPXVt EêW SURYHGHQD RFKUDQD SĜHG WHFKQLFNRX
VHL]PLFLWRX MHMt YêVN\W VH Y RNROt VWDYE\ QHSĜHGSRNOiGi 6WDYED QHQt ]DWtåHQD
QDGPČUQêPKOXNHP] RNROQtKR SURVWĜHGt1DYUåHQp NRQVWUXNFH MVRX GRVWDþXMtFt




3ĜtSRMN\ MVRX QDSRMHQ\ QD YHĜHMQp VtWČ NWHUp MVRX YHGHQ\ SRG YHĜHMQRX
NRPXQLNDFtXO3tVHFNRX3ĜLSRMHQtEXGHUHVSHNWRYDWSĜHGSLV\PDMLWHOHYHĜHMQêFK
VtWt9HGHQtSĜtSRMHN MH ]ĜHMPpz YêNUHVX þ 0LQLPiOQtNU\WtDY]GiOHQRVWLSĜL
VRXEČKXDNĜtåHQtVtWtMHY souladu s ý61[6]. 
5RGLQQêGĤPMHQDSRMHQQDVSODãNRYRXNDQDOL]DFL3ĜtSRMNDPVC KG DN150 je 
vedena v MHGQRWQpPVNORQX% k YHĜHMQpNDnalizaci. 'pONDSĜtSRMN\MH 17,575 m.
9RGRYRGQtSĜtSRMND dimenze 32x3,6 je z polyethylenu. Je vedena v hloubce 1500 
mm SRG~URYQtWHUpQXYHVNORQX1DSRMHQtQDYHĜHMQêYRGRYRGMHSRPRFt
QDYUWiYDFtKRSiVX Hawle'pONDSĜtSRMN\3,1 m.  
3O\QRYRGQtSĜtSRMka je provedena z 3(SRWUXEt'11DSRMHQtEXGHSURYHGHQR
SRPRFt7NXVXY hloubce 1500 PPSRGWHUpQHP+83MHXPtVWČQQDKUDQLFL
SR]HPNXYHVNĜtQLY RSORFHQt



































Vliv na EYURSVN\Yê]QDPQpORNDOLW\DSWDþtREODVWLWM1$785$± evropskou 
VRXVWDYRXQDYUåHQêFKFKUiQČQêFKORNDOLWFKUiQtFtFKQHMYtFHRKURåHQpGUXK\URVWOLQ
åLYRþLFKĤELRWRS\DVWDQRYLãWČ QHO]HSĜHGSRNOiGDW























d) %LODQFH]HPQtFKSUDFtSRåDGDYN\QDSĜtVXQQHERGHSRnie zemin 
1HEXGH SRåDGDYHN QD SĜtVXQ ]HPLQ 6HMPXWi RUQLFH EXGH SRXåLWD SUR WHUpQQt
~SUDY\SRGRNRQþHQtVWDYHEQtFKSUDFt

























6WDYED MHXUþHQiN E\GOHQtþW\ĜþOHQQp URGLQ\ 'ĤP MH MHGQRJHQHUDþQt=DVWDYČQi
plocha þLQt 107,915 m2. 5RGLQQê GĤP MH ĜHãHQ MDNR GYRXSRGODåQt  13 D
SRGNURYt QHSRGVNOHSHQê -H ]DVWĜHãHQ VHGORYRX VWĜHFKRX VH VNORQHP 
3ĤGRU\V MH REGpOQtNRYê %DUYD IDViG\ MH EtOi VSRGQt þiVW MH DOH REORåHQD
GĜHYČQêP RENODGHP 7KHUPRZRRG 6WĜHãQt NU\WLQD MH ] SiOHQêFK WDãHN 7RQGDFK
v EDUYČ WPDYČ KQČGp 9VWXS GR GRPX MH ]H VHYHURYêFKRGQt VWUDQ\ 1D VWUDQČ
MLKR]iSDGQtMHWHUDVD, na kterou je umRåQČQYVWXS] REêYDFtKRSRNRMH
6YLVOp QRVQp NRQVWUXNFH MVRX ]GČQp ] FLKHOQêFK EORNĤ 3RURWKHUP QD ]GtFt SČQX
'U\IL[2EYRGRYp]GLYR MH ]DWHSOHQR]DWHSORYDFtP V\VWpPHP(WLFVZHEHU WKHUP
standart.  
3ĜL QiYUKX NRQVWUXNFt E\O\ ]RKOHGQČQ\ SRåDGDYN\ VWDYHEQt fyziky. Bylo 
SURYHGHQRWHSHOQČWHFKQLFNpY\KRGQRFHQtNRQVWUXNFtY programu Teplo 2014 [17] 
± YL] SĜtORKD þ  .RQVWUXNFH VSOĖXMt SRåDGDYN\ QRUP\ ý61   [5]. 






















c) Dokumenty podrobnosti 
7DEXONDþ4 - Skladby podlah 
 































PE folie  0,2
.URþHMRYiL]RODFHPLQYOQD 40


















-VRXQDYUåHQ\]iNODGRYpSiV\ z betonu C16/20. =iNODGRYiVSiUD je v QH]iPU]Qp
KORXEFH  PP SRG YQLWĜQtPL QRVQêPL VWČQDPL NRPtQHP D VFKRGLãWČP
v hloubce 500 mm SRG ~URYQt WHUpQX. V PtVWČ SURVWXSX NDQDOL]DFH SĜHV ]iNODG
EXGH ~URYHĖ ]iNODGRYp VSiU\ VQtåHQD GR KORXEN\ PP SRG ~URYHĖ WHUpQX
3RGNODGQt EHWRQRYi GHVND MH ] EHWRQX & Y\]WXåHQi RFHORYRX NDUL VtWt
3ĜtþN\MVRXWOPPDQHQtQXWQpSRGQLPL GČODW]iNODG\
2EYRGRYpVWČQ\MVRX]GČQp] FLKHOQêFKEORNĤ3RURWKHUP 3URILQD]GtFtSČQX
'U\IL[2EYRGRYp ]GLYR MH ]DWHSOHQR ]DWHSORYDFtP V\VWpPHP(WLFVZHEHU WKHUP
VWDQGDUW WHSHOQi L]RODFH MH ] (36 WO  PP 9QLWĜQt QRVQp VWČQ\ MVRX
z EURXãHQêFK FLKHO3RURWKHUP3URIL3ĜtþN\] EURXãHQêFKFLKHO Porotherm Profi 
tl. 115. V PtVWQRVWL :& Y 1.NP a v NRXSHOQČ Y 13 MVRX Y\WYRĜHQ\
ViGURNDUWRQRYp SĜHGVWČQ\ SUR YHGHQt UR]YRGĤ YRG\ D NDQDOL]DFH V NRXSHOQČ
v SUYQtP 13 EXGH SUR VNU\Wt SĜLSRMRYDFtKR SRWUXEt Y\WYRĜHQ sokl u podlahy 
200x100 mm. 
8ORåHQt SĜHNODGĤ 3RURWKHUP QDG RNHQQtPL D GYHĜQtPL RWYRU\ MH QDYUåHQR
v ]iYLVORVWL QD YHOLNRVWL RWYRUX 9 REYRGRYêFK VWČQiFK MH VRXVWDYD FLKHOQêFK
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SĜHNODGĤ .3  GRSOQČQD WHSHOQRX L]RODFt 9 SĜtþNiFK MVRX QDG GYHĜQtPL otvory 
QDYUåHQ\SORFKpSĜHNODG\3RURWKHUP.3  
6WURS WO  PP MH QDYUåHQ WDNp ]H V\VWpPX 3RURWKHUP ] YORåHN 0LDNR D
NHUDPLFNêFK QRVQtNĤ 2VRYp Y]GiOHQRVWL QRVQtNĤ MVRX  QHER PP ± viz 
YêNUHVþ. V PtVWČXORåHQt VFKRGLãWČ MVRXQDYUåHQ\QRVQtN\D VQtåHQpYORåN\
0LDNR WDN DE\ E\OR PRåQp QDSRMLW åHOH]REHWRQRYRX GHVNX VFKRGLãWČ 'DOãt
SRGHSĜHQt WĜHPL QRVQtN\ MH QDYUåHQR Y PtVWČ SRG VORXSNHP NURYX NGH QRVQtN\
]iURYHĖ SĜHQiãHMt ]DWtåHQt ] SĜtþN\ Y 2.NP. V WRPWR PtVWČ MH QDYtF QDYUåHQR
Y\]WXåHQt GYČPD RFHORYêPL YiOFRYDQêPL SURILO\ ,  .RPtQRYi YêPČQD MH
ĜHãHQD SRPRFt / SURILOĤ [[ XORåHQêFK ] RERX VWUDQ QD GYD 327 QRVQtN\
V PtVWČXORåHQt/SURILOXMVRXSRXåLW\VQtåHQpYORåN\0LDNR 1iYUK/D,SURILOĤ
je QXWQp RYČĜLW VWDWLFNêP YêSRþWHPPrRVWXS\ YH VWURSČ MVRX ĜHãHQ\ Y\QHFKiQtP
0LDNR YORåN\ D GREHWRQiYNRX äHOH]REHWRQRYê ]WXåXMtFt YČQHF MH SURYHGHQ
v ~URYQLVWURSXV PtVWQRVWL:&Y 13MHVQtåHQêViGURNDUWRQRYêSRGKOHGNWHUê
EXGH]DYČãHQQDNRQVWUXNFL]&'SURILOĤ6iGURNDUWRQRYêSRGKOHGje i v 2.NP pod 
~URYQtNOHãWLQ
V URGLQQpP GRPČ MH QDYUåHQR GYRXUDPHQQp PRQROLWLFNp åHOH]REHWRQRYp
VFKRGLãWČ 1iYUK VFKRGLãWČ MH XYHGHQ Y SĜtOR]H þ  1RVQi tl. 150 mm 
åHOH]REHWRQoYi GHVND je z EHWRQX &  Y\]WXåHQpKR RFHORYêPL SUXW\ 1D QL
jsou vybetRQRYiQ\ VFKRGLãĢRYp VWXSQČ 6WXSQLFH EXGRX REORåHQ\ GĜHYČQêP
obkladem.  
6WĜHFKD MH VHGORYi VNORQ  1RVQRX NRQVWUXNFL WYRĜt GĜHYČQê krov, stolice 
VWRMDWi6NODGEDVWĜHFK\MHXYHGHQDYHYêNUHVHþ
.RPtQ 6FKLHGHO DEVROXW  PP MH MHGQRSUĤGXFKRYê R SUĤPČUX  PP
s YtFH~þHORYRXãDFKWRX6RXþiVWtMHWHSHOQiL]RODFHDNHUDPLFNiYORåND
3UR YQLWĜQt SRYUFKRYp ~SUDY\ EXGH SRXåLWD YiSHQRFHPHQWRYi RPtWND
V NRXSHOQiFK:&DNXFK\QLEXGHSURYHGHQNHUDPLFNêRENODG9êãNDRENODGXMH
VSHFLILNRYiQDYHYêNUHVHFK þDþ


































6WDYED VH QDFKi]t QD SDUFHOH þ  Y NDWDVWUiOQtP ~]HPt 7ĜHERYLFH YH 6OH]VNX
Pozemek je URYLQQê D Y VRXþDVQp GREČ SRX]H ]DWUDYQČQê 5RGLQQê GĤP MH QDYUåHQ
MDNRGYRXSRGODåQt13DSRGNURYtQHSRGVNOHSHQê
5RGLQQê GĤP EXGH QDSRMHQ QD YHĜHMQRX VSODãNRYRX NDQDOL]DþQt VtĢ 1DNOiGiQt
s GHãĢRYRXYRGRXMHĜHãHQRQiYUKHPV\VWpPXQDY\XåLWtGHãĢRYêFKYRG'HãĢRYiYRGD




3ĜtSRMND 39& KG DN150 je vedena v MHGQRWQpP VNORQX % k YHĜHMQp NDQDOL]DFL
'pOND SĜtSRMN\ MH17,575 m. 3RWUXEt EXGH XORåHQRGR SRGV\SXPPD ]DV\SiQR
StVNHPPPQDGSRWUXEtP1DSRMHQt QD VWRNXEXGH SURYHGHQRSRPRFt RGERþN\
SRG~KOHPY KORXEFHPPSRG~URYQt WHUpQX  3RåDGDYHNQRUP\ý61








3RWUXEtMHSODVWRYpSRXåLWMH+7V\VWpPILUP\:DYLQ Ekoplastik [20]3RWUXEt od 
]DĜL]RYDFtFK SĜHGPČWĤ je vedeno ve sklonu min. 3%. .DåGê ]DĜL]RYDFt SĜHGPČW
PXVtEêWY\EDYHQ]iSDFKRYRXX]iYČURX3RWUXEtY WHFKQLFNpPtVWQRVWLMHYHGHQRX
SRGODK\DMHQH]DNU\Wp8:&MHY\EXGRYDQiSĜHGVWČQDDVQtåHQêViGURNDUWRQRYê
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SRGKOHG YH NWHUpP MH YHGHQR SRWUXEt RG XP\YDGHO ] 13 3UR YHGHQt
SĜLSRMRYDFtKR SRWUXEt RG XP\YDGOD D SUDþN\ Y NRXSHOQČ E\O Y\WYRĜHQ VRNO u
SRGODK\Y\VRNêPP
3ĜLSRMRYDFt SRWUXEt RG VSUFK\ MH SĜHV SĜtþNX YHGHQR GR NXFK\QČ NGH MH VNU\WR
v NXFK\ĖVNp OLQFH 1DSRMHQt QD RGSDGQt SRWUXEt MH SURYHGHQR SRPRFt
MHGQRGXFKêFK QHER GYRMLWêFK RGERþHN SRG ~KOHP  6NORQ SĜLSRMRYDFtKR
SRWUXEtRG]iFKRGRYêFKPtV MHYČWãt WDN DE\E\O VSOQČQSRåDGDYHNQRUP\ý61
75 6760 [10] QDPLQVNORQ




2GSDGQtSRWUXEtþ DN 110 MHQDYUåHQRMDNRRGYČWUiYDQpYČWUDFtPSRWUXEtP1D
WRWR RGSDGQt SRWUXEt MH Y  13 MVRX QDSRMHQD SĜLSRMRYDFt SRWUXEt ] koupelny a 
WHFKQLFNpPtVWQRVWLD:&Y 13VHQDSRMXMtSĜLSRMRYDFtSRWUXEtRGYDQ\D:C. 
1DRGSDGQtPSRWUXEtMHQDYUåHQDþLVWtFtWYDURYNDNWHUiMHXPtVWČQDYHYêãFHP
nad podlahou. 7ĜHWt RGSDGQt SRWUXEt MH Y NXFK\QL D MHKR QDYUåHQi MPHQRYLWi
VYČWORVWMHPP
1DSRMHQtRGSDGQtFKSRWUXEtQDVYRGQpMHQDYUåHQRY souladu s ý61[10].




6YRGQpSRWUXEtMH] WUXE39&.*RMPHQRYLWpVYČWORVWLPP-HYHGHno ve 













UR]PČU\(mm) 9êUREFH ks =iSDFKRYiX]iYČUD
9êUREFH
=Ò





D 'ĜH][ Blanco 1

















1.NP ± A41P sifon 
XP\YDGORYê
s SĜtSRMNRXa nerezovou 
PĜtåNRX AlcaPLAST 
2.NP ± A41 Sifon 
XP\YDGORYê
s QHUH]RYRXPĜtåNRX














































Asio 1 6LIRQWUXENRYê AlcaPLAST 




1DYUåHQê RNDSRYê V\VWpP MH RG ILUP\ /LQGDE [23] 3RGRNDSQt åODE\
SĤONUXKRYpRSUĤPČUXPPYHVNORQXVYiGČMtYRGXGRVYRGĤR'1
6YRG\MVRXXNRQþHQ\ODSDþLVWĜHãQtFKVSODYHQLQ
6YRGQpGHãĢRYpSRWUXEt je z SRWUXEt39&± KG DN 110, je vedeno ve sklonu 
1%. V PtVWČVSRMHQtVYRGQêFKGHãĢRYêFKSRWUXEt MHGLPHQ]H]YČWãHQiQD'1
 6YRGQp GHãĢRYp SRWUXEt YHGH GR QiGUåH QD GHãĢRYRX YRGX NGH EXGH




%\ODQDYUåHQDSRG]HPQtQiGUå$6±REWA Kombi o objemu 3,94 m31iYUK
YHOLNRVWL QiGUåH MH XYHGHQ Y SĜtOR]H þ  -HGQi VH R VDPRQRVQRX SODVWRYRX
QiGUå %XGH RVD]HQD QD ]iNODGRYRX EHWRQRYRX GHVNX D SR SĜLSRMHQt
SĜtWRNRYpKR RGWRNRYpKR SRWUXEt D VDFtKR SRWUXEt REV\SiQD ]iV\S MH QXWQR
SURYiGČW SR YUVWYiFK D KXWQLW 6RXþDVQČ VH ]DV\SiYiQtP EXGH QiGUå




3ĜHSDG z DNXPXODþQt QiGUåH MH QDSRMHQ QD YVDNRYDFt ]DĜt]HQt 3UĤ]NXPHP
bylo zjiãWČQR, åHSRGORåtMHYKRGQpSUR]DVDNRYiQt%\O]MLãWČQNRHILFLHQWYVDNX
kv = 0,000075. -HQDYUåHQYVDNRYDFt WXQHO$6± .5(&+7RUR]PČUHFK[
0,81 x 1,3 m  SRþiWHþQt D NRQFRYp þHOR 1iYUK YVDNRYDFtKR ]DĜt]HQt MH
uveden v SĜtOR]Hþ 9VDNRYDFtWunel je z HDPE.  
V PtVWČ QDSRMHQt SRWUXEt GR WXQHOX MH QXWQp SRORåLW JHRWH[WLOLL DE\ QHGRãOR
k Y\SODYHQtãWČUNRStVNRYpKRSRGORåtSĜLWpNDMtFtYRGRX=DVDNRYDFt WXQHOEXGH
RGYČWUiQSRWUXEtP'1
=DV\SiYiQt WXQHOX PXVt EêW SURYHGHQR URYQRPČUQČ SR RERX VWUDQiFK YH
YUVWYiFKPD[PP 7XQHORYêSUYHNMHSRNU\WêJHRWH[WLOLtDE\VH]DEUiQLOR
SURQLNiQtMHPQêFKþiVWLF







3ĜHG ]DNU\WtP SRWUXEt MH WĜHED SURYpVW SURKOtGNX ]NRQWURORYDW WUDV\ SRWUXEt





9êNUHVþ10 9QLWĜQtNDQDOL]DFH± 1. NP 














6WDYED VH QDFKi]t QD SDUFHOH þ  Y NDWDVWUiOQtP ~]HPt 7ĜHERYLFH YH 6OH]VNX
3R]HPHN MH URYLQQê D Y VRXþDVQp GREČ SRX]H ]DWUDYQČQê 5RGLQQê GĤP MH QDYUåHQ
MDNRGYRXSRGODåQt13DSRGNURYtQHSRGVNOHSHQê
5RGLQQêGĤP MH QDSRMHQ QD YHĜHMQê YRGRYRGSRPRFt YRGRYRGQt SĜtSRMN\5R]YRG\
SLWQpYRG\YãDNQHMVRXSĜHGPČWHPWpWREDNDOiĜVNpSUiFH3ĜtYRGSLWQpYRG\MHQXWQê




9RGRYRGQtSĜtSRMNDGLPHQ]H32x3,6 je z polyethylenu. Je vedena v hloubce 1500 mm
SRG~URYQtWHUpQXYHVNORQX0,3 % k YRGRYRGQtPXĜDGX1DSRMHQtQDYHĜHMQêYRGRYRG
MHSRPRFtQDYUWiYDFtKRSiVX+DZOH. Bude provedeno v hloubce 1500 PPSRG~URYQt
WHUpQX tak, DE\ E\O VSOQČQ SRåDGDYHN QRUP\ ý61   [6] na min. NU\Wt SRG
vozovkou. 'pONDSĜtSRMN\3,1 m.  
9.1.3.  VodoPČUQiãDFKWD
 
9RGRPČUQiVHVWDYD X]iYČUfiltr, YRGRPČUX]iYČU]SČWQêYHQWLO Y\SRXãWČQt bude 
XPtVWČQDYWXEXVRYpYRGRPČUQpãDFKWČ$TXD[NWHUiMHVLWXRYiQDYHY]GiOHQRVWLP
od hranice pozemku.  
9.1.4. 3RSLVWHFKQLFNpKRĜHãHQtV\VWpPXSURY\XåLWtGHãĢRYpYRG\
'HãĢRYi YRGD MH Y URGLQQpP GRPČ Y\XåLWD NH VSODFKRYiQt :& D ~NOLGX -H WDNp
SĜLYHGHQD N ]DKUDGQtPX NRKRXWX D PĤåH EêW Y\XåLWD N P\Wt DXWD QHER ]DOpYiQt
zahrady. 9ãHFKQ\YêWRN\XåLWNRYpYRG\PXVtEêWRSDWĜHQ\SLNWRJUDPHPSURR]QDþHQt
QHSLWQpYRG\
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'RUR]YRGXXåLWNRYpYRG\MHSĜHGþLãWČQiGHãĢRYiYRGDz QiGUåH$6± REWA Kombi 
þHUSiQD SRPRFt PHPEUiQRYpKR þHUSDGOD NWHUp MH VRXþiVWt ]DĜt]HQt $6 ±
RAINMASTER ECO. 7HFKQLFNêOLVWMHGQRWN\$6-RAINMASTER Eco je v SĜtOR]Hþ
15. 3URWRåH SRVRX]HQtP þHUSDGOD SĜtORKD þ  E\OR ]MLãWČQR åH þHUSDGOR MH
QHY\KRYXMtFt E\OR QDYUåHQR SĜtGDYQp þHUSDGOR 50 Eco±LP. 7RWR þHUSDGOR YLVt QD
ploviNXDMHY ~URYQLKODGLQ\YRG\
6DFt SRWUXEt MH YH VNORQX  D MH XORåHQR Y RFKUDQQpP SRWUXEt'1  -H Y QČP
veden LNDEHOSORYiNRYpKRVStQDþH+ODGLQRYêSORYiNSĜLQt]NpKODGLQČYRG\Y QiGUåL
Y\SQHþHUSiQt3ORYRXFtPViQtP MH]DMLãWČQRåHYRGDMHQDViYiQDSRGKODGLQRXNGHMH
QHMþLVWãt 0LQ RGVWXS RGH GQD QiGUåH L NG\å MH SUi]GQi MH YãDN  PP DE\ VH
]DEUiQLORViQtXVD]HQLQ
6RXþiVWtGRGiYN\ MH WDNpVDGD WODNRYpKRQDSRMHQtSURGRSUDYHQtYRG\N ]DĜL]RYDFtP
SĜHGPČWĤP Jednotka AS-RAINMASTER Eco zabe]SHþXMH WDNp GRSOĖRYiQt SLWQp
YRG\GRUR]YRGĤXåLWNRYpYRG\Y SĜtSDGČVXFKpKRREGREt. WRPXDE\SĜLQHGRVWDWNX
GHãĢRYp YRG\ GRãOR N SĜHSQXWt SURYR]X QD SLWQRX YRGX VORXåt HOHNWULFNê WĜtFHVWQê
NXORYêYHQWLO
-HGQRWND EXGH SRPRFt KPRåGLQHN D ãURXEĤ QDPRQWRYiQD QD VWČQX Y WHFKQLFNp





uveden v SĜtOR]Hþ. 3RWUXEtMHL]RORYiQRWHSHOQRXL]RODFtRockwool pipo tl. 25 mm
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TlakoYi ]NRXãND VH SURYHGH QD UR]YRGHFK EH] L]RODFt ]DĜL]RYDFtFK SĜHGPČWX D




9êNUHVþ16 9QLWĜQtXåLWNRYêYRGRYRG± 1.NP 
9êNUHVþ 9QLWĜQtXåLWNRYêYRGRYRG± 2. NP  
9êNUHVþ18 9QLWĜQtXåLWNRYêYRGRYRG- axonometrie 
  




&tOHP EDNDOiĜVNp SUiFH E\OR ]SUDFRYiQt SURMHNWRYp GRNXPHQWDFH SUR URGLQQê GĤP
YþHWQČQiYUKXYQLWĜQtNDQDOL]DFHDYQLWĜQtKRXåLWNRYpKRYRGRYRGX%\OQDYUåHQGYRXSRGODåQt
URGLQQê GĤP SUR þW\ĜþOHQQRX URGLQX .RQVWUXNFH E\O\ QDYUåHQ\ WDN DE\ VSOQLO\ WHSHOQČ
WHFKQLFNp SRåDGDYN\ %\OR GRFtOHQR WRKR DE\ GHãĢRYi YRGD E\OD OLNYLGRYiQD QD SĜtPR
pozemku, a to QiYUKHPV\VWpPXSURY\XåLWtGHãĢRYpYRG\DYVDNRYDFtKR]DĜt]HQt
3RURYQiQtPELODQFHSLWQpDXåLWNRYpYRG\MVHP]MLVWLODåH] FHONRYpSRWĜHE\YRG\NWHUi
þLQtP3/rok, O]HGHãĢRYRXYRGRXSRNUêW39,474 m3, tedy 28FHONRYpSRWĜHE\.  
Nebylo opomenuto ani ekonomiFNp KOHGLVNR. 9êSRþWHP E\OR XUþHQR åH PQRåVWYt
Y\XåLWHOQpYRG\MHP3URN3RGOHDNWXiOQtKRFHQtNXYRGQpKRDVWRþQpKRO]HVSRþtWDWåH










rady a YVWĜtFQRVW SĜL NRQ]XOWDFtFK7DNpE\FKUiGDSRGČNRYDOD VYpPXNRQ]XOWDQWRYLNWHUêP
byl doc. Ing -DURVODY 6RODĜ 3K', za rady D SĜLSRPtQN\ SĜL ]SUDFRYiQt VWDYHEQt þiVWL
EDNDOiĜVNpSUiFH
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9êNUHVþ Strop nad 1. NP  
9êNUHVþ6 ěH]
9êNUHVþ7 6WĜHFKD
9êNUHVþ Pohledy   
9êNUHVþ9 Situace 
9êNUHVþ. 10 9QLWĜQtNDQDOL]DFH± 1.NP  





9êNUHVþ16 VnLWĜQtXåLWNRYêYRGRYRG± 1.NP 
9êNUHVþ 9QLWĜQtXåLWNRYêYRGRYRG± 2. NP  
9êNUHVþ18 9QLWĜQtXåLWNRYêYRGRYRG- axonometrie 
 
 


















3ĜtORKDþ 7HFKQLFNêOLVW$6± RAINMASTER Eco 
3ĜtORKDþ 3RVRX]HQtþHUSDGOa








    
            
     
    
Student: 
9HGRXFtEDNDOiĜVNpSUiFH   
      
/XFLH%DUHãRYi
,QJ3HWUD7\PRYi3K'





.RQVWUXNþQtYêãND  Kv = 2870 mm
3RþHW VFKRGLãĢRYêFK VWXSĖĤ
2870/170 = 16,88 
1iYUKSRþWXVWXSĖĤ   n = 18        
9êãNDVFKRGLãĢRYpKRVWXSQČ
H = Kv /n  
2870/18 = 159 mm         
âtĜNDVFKRGLãĢRYpKRVWXSQČ
2H + B = 630 
B = 630 ± 2*159,4 = 312 mm -!QiYUKPP      
Sklon VFKRGLãĢRYpKRUDPHQH
WJĮ +% = 159 / 315 
Į        
'pONDUDPHQH
8*315 = 2520 mm         
3RGFKRGQiYêãND
1500 + 750/cos 27,9 PP  > 2100 mm  Vyhovuje  
  
3UĤFKR]tYêãND
FRV PP > 1950 mm  Vyhovuje   
1È95+6&+2',â7ċ 18x159x315 mm 






B «ãtĜNDVFKRGLãĢRYpKRVWXSQČ [mm] 
Į«VNORQVFKRGLãĢRYpKRUDPHQH>] 
6FKpPD








    
            
     
    
Student: 
9HGRXFt EDNDOiĜVNpSUiFH   
      
/XFLH%DUHãRYi
,QJ3HWUD7\PRYi3K'
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.203/(;1Ë32628=(1Ë6./$'%<67$9(%1Ë
.216758.&(=+/(',6.$âËě(1Ë7(3/$$92'1Ë3È5<
   
SRGOH(1,62(1,62ý61D671
 Teplo 2014 EDU 
1i]HY~ORhy :  Podlaha 1.NP - linoleum 
 Zpracovatel :  /XFLH%DUHãRYi
=DNi]ND RD - %DNDOiĜVNiSUiFH
 Datum :  22. 10. 20 
=$'$1È6./$'%$$2.5$-29e32'0Ë1.<
7\SKRGQRFHQpNRQVWUXNFH Podlaha - YêSRþHWSRNOHVXGRW\NRYpWHSORW\
.RUHNFHVRXþLQLWHOHSURstupu dU :   0.000 W/m2K 
6NODGEDNRQVWUXNFHRGLQWHULpUX
ýtVOR 1i]HY D  Lambda        c      Ro  Mi      Ma
 [m]  [W/(m.K)]  [J/(kg.K)]  [kg/m3]  [-]  [kg/m2] 
    
  1 3RGODKRYpOLQR 0,0040  0,1700  1400,0  1200,0  1000,0   0.0000
  2  Mirelon  0,0030  0,0380  1470,0  900,0  2247,0   0.0000
  3 %HWRQKXWQê 0,0800  1,2300  1020,0  2100,0  17,0   0.0000 
  4  PE folie  0,0020  0,3500  1470,0  900,0  144000,0   0.0000
  5 3ČQRYêSRO\VW\ 0,1600  0,0390  1270,0  60,0  67,0   0.0000
  6  Elastodek 40 S  0,0040  0,2100  1470,0  1200,0  30000,0   0.0000 





    
  1 3RGODKRYpOLQROHXP  ---
  2  Mirelon   ---
  3 %HWRQKXWQê  ---
  4  PE folie   ---
  5 3ČQRYêSROystyren 3   ---
  6  Elastodek 40 Standard Mineral   ---
    
2NUDMRYpSRGPtQN\YêSRþWX
7HSHOQêRGSRUSĜLSĜHVWXSXWHSODYLQWHULpUX5VL  0.17 m2K/W 
7HSHOQêRGSRUSĜLSĜHVWXSXWHSODYH[WHULpUX5VH  0.00 m2K/W 
1iYUKRYiYHQNRYQtWHSORWa Te :   0.0 C 
1iYUKRYiWHSORWDYQLWĜQtKRY]GXFKX7DL  20.6 C 
1iYUKRYiUHODWLYQtYOKNRVWYHQNRYQtKRY]GXFKX5+H 100.0 % 
1iYUKRYiUHODWLYQtYOKNRVWYQLWĜQtKRY]GXFKX5+L  55.0 % 
9é6/('.<9é32ý78+2'12&(1e.216758.&(
7HSHOQêRGSRUDVRXþLQLWHOSURVWXSXWHSODSRGOH(1,62
7HSHOQêRGSRUNRQVWUXNFH5 4.295 m2K/W 
6RXþLQLWHOSURVWXSXWHSODNRQVWUXNFH8 0.224 W/m2K 









'LIX]QtRGSRUNRQVWUXNFH=S7  2.3E+0012 m/s 
7HSORWDYQLWĜQtKRSRYUFKXDWHSORWQtIDNWRUSRGOHý61D(1,62
9QLWĜQtSRYUFKRYiWHSORWDYQiYUKRYêFKSRGPtQNiFK7VLS 19.47 C 
7HSORWQtIDNWRUYQiYUKRYêFKSRGPtQNiFKI5VLS 0.945 
3RNOHVGRW\NRYpWHSORW\SRGODK\SRGOHý61
7HSHOQiMtPDYRVWSRGODKRYpNRQVWUXNFH% 474.43 Ws/m2K 
3RNOHVGRW\NRYpWHSORW\SRGODK\'HOWD7 3.93 C 
 STOP, Teplo 2014 EDU 
9<+2'12&(1Ë9é6/('.ģ32'/(.5,7e5,Ëý61-2 (2011)  
1i]HYNRQVWUXNFH Podlaha 1.NP - linoleum 
Rekapitulace YVWXSQtFKGDW
  1iYUKRYiYQLWĜQtWHSORWD7L 20,0 C 
3ĜHYDåXMtFtQiYUKRYiYQLWĜQtWHSORWD7L0 20,0 C 
1iYUKRYiYHQNRYQtWHSORWD7DH -15,0 C 
7HSORWDQDYQČMãtVWUDQČ7H 0,0 C 
1iYUKRYiWHSORWDYQLWĜQtKRY]GXFKX7DL 20,6 C 
5HODWLYQtYOKNRVWYLQWHULpUX5+L 50,0 % (+5,0%) 
  
Skladba konstrukce 
  ýtVOR 1i]HYYUVWY\ d [m]  Lambda [W/mK]  Mi [-] 
1 3RGODKRYpOLQROHXP 0,004       0,170  1000,0 
2  Mirelon  0,003       0,038  2247,0 
3 %HWRQKXWQê 0,080       1,230  17,0 
4  PE folie  0,002       0,350  144000,0 
5 3ČQRYêSRO\VW\UHQ 0,160       0,039  67,0 
6  Elastodek 40 Standard Mineral  0,004       0,210  30000,0 
,3RåDGDYHNQDWHSORWQtIDNWRUþOYý61-2)   
  
  3RåDGDYHNI5VL1 I5VLFU  0,562 












  3RåDGDYHN81  0,45 W/m2K 







  3RåDGDYHNWHSOiSRGODKD- dT10,N = 5,5 C 
  9\SRþWHQiKRGQRWDG7  3,93 C 
  G7G7132ä$'$9(.-(63/1ċ1
 Teplo 2014 EDU, (c) 2014 Svoboda Software 
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.203/(;1Ë32628=(1Ë6./$'%<67$9(%1Ë
.216758.&(=+/(',6.$âËě(1Ë7(3/$$92'1Ë3È5<
   
 podle EN ISO 13788(1,62ý61D671
 Teplo 2014 EDU 
1i]HY~ORK\ 3RGODKD13NHUGODåED
 Zpracovatel :  /XFLH%DUHãRYi
=DNi]ND RD - %DNDOiĜVNiSUiFH
 Datum :  22. 10. 20 
=$'$1È6./$'%$$2.5$-29e32'0Ë1.<
7\SKRGQRFHQpNRQVWUXNFH Podlaha - YêSRþHWSRNOHVXGRW\NRYpWHSORW\
.RUHNFHVRXþLQLWHOHSURVWXSXG8 0.000 W/m2K 
6NODGEDNRQVWUXNFHRGLQWHULpUX
ýtVOR 1i]HY D  Lambda        c      Ro  Mi      Ma
 [m]  [W/(m.K)]  [J/(kg.K)]  [kg/m3]  [-]  [kg/m2] 
    
  1 'ODåEDNHUDPLF 0,0100  1,0100  840,0  2000,0  200,0   0.0000 
  2 /HStFtWPHO 0,0060  0,2200  1300,0  1500,0  1350,0   0.0000 
  3 %HWRQKXWQê 0,0800  1,3600  1020,0  2300,0  23,0   0.0000 
  4  PE folie  0,0002  0,3500  1470,0  900,0  144000,0   0.0000
  5 3ČQRYêSRO\VW\ 0,1500  0,0390  1270,0  60,0  67,0   0.0000 
  6  Elastodek 40 S  0,0040  0,2100  1470,0  1200,0  30000,0   0.0000 





    
  1 'ODåEDNHUDPLFNi  ---
  2 /HStFttmel   ---
  3 %HWRQKXWQê  ---
  4  PE folie   ---
  5 3ČQRYêSRO\VW\UHQ  ---
  6  Elastodek 40 Standard Mineral   ---
    
2NUDMRYpSRGPtQN\YêSRþWX
7HSHOQêRGSRUSĜLSĜHVWXSXWHSODYLQWHULpUX5VL  0.17 m2K/W 
7HSHOQêRGSRUSĜLSĜHVWXSXWHSODYH[WHULpUX5VH  0.17 m2K/W 
1iYUKRYiYHQNRYQtWHSORWD7H 0.0 C 
1iYUKRYiWHSORWDYQLWĜQtKRY]GXFKX7DL  20.6 C 
1iYUKRYiUHODWLYQtYOKNRVWYHQNRYQtKRY]GXFKX5+H 100.0 % 
1iYUKRYiUHODWLYQtYOKNRVWYQLWĜQtKRY]GXFKX5+L  55.0 % 
9é6/('.<9é32ý78+2'12&(1e.216758.&(
7HSHOQêRGSRUDVRXþLQLWHOSURVWXSXWHSODSRGOH(1,62
7HSHOQêRGSRUNRQVWUXNFH5 3.962 m2K/W 
6RXþLQLWHOSURVWXSXWHSODNRQVWUXNFH8 0.232 W/m2K 









 DLIX]QtRGSRUNRQVWUXNFH=S7  9.1E+0011 m/s 
7HSORWDYQLWĜQtKRSRYUFKXDWHSORWQtIDNWRUSRGOHý61D(1,62
9QLWĜQtSRYUFKRYiWHSORWDYQiYUKRYêFKSRGPtQNiFK7VLS 19.42 C 
7HSORWQtIDNWRUYQiYUKRYêFKSRGPtQNiFKI5VLS 0.943 
3RNOHVGRW\NRYpWHSORW\SRGODK\SRGOHý61
7HSHOQiMtPDYRVWSRGODKRYpNRQVWUXNFH% 1097.08 Ws/m2K 
3RNOHVGRW\NRYpWHSORW\SRGODK\'HOWD7 6.55 C 
 STOP, Teplo 2014 EDU 
9<+2'12&(1Ë9é6/('.ģ32'/(.5,7e5,Ëý61-2 (2011)  
1i]HYNRQVWUXNFH 3RGODKD13NHUGODåED
5HNDSLWXODFHYVWXSQtFKGDW
  1iYUKRYiYQLWĜQtWHSORWD7L 20,0 C 
3ĜHYDåXMtFtQiYUKRYiYQLWĜQtWHSORWD7L0 20,0 C 
1iYUKRYiYHQNRYQtWHSORWD7DH -15,0 C 
7HSORWDQDYQČMãtVWUDQČ7H 0,0 C 
1iYUKRYiWHSORWDYQLWĜQtKRY]GXFKX7DL 20,6 C 
5HODWLYQtYOKNRVWYLQWHULpUX5+L 50,0 % (+5,0%) 
  
Skladba konstrukce 
  ýtVOR 1i]HYYUVWY\ d [m]  Lambda [W/mK]  Mi [-] 
1 'ODåEDNHUDPLFNi 0,010       1,010  200,0 
2 /HStFtWPHO 0,006       0,220  1350,0 
3 %HWRQKXWQê 0,080       1,360  23,0 
4  PE folie  0,0002       0,350  144000,0 
5 3ČQRYêSRO\VW\UHQ 0,150       0,039  67,0 
6  Elastodek 40 Standard Mineral  0,004       0,210  30000,0 
,3RåDGDYHNQDWHSORWQtIDNWRUþOYý61-2)   
  
  3RåDGDYHNI5VL1 I5VLFU  0,562 
  9\SRþWHQiSUĤPČUQiKRGQRWDI5VLP  0,943 
  
  .ULWLFNêWHSORWQtIDNWRUI5VLFUE\OVWDQRYHQSURPD[LPiOQtSĜtSXVWQRXYOKNRVW









  3RåDGDYHN8N  =   0,45 W/m2K 







  3RåDGDYHNPpQČWHSOiSRGODKD- dT10,N = 6,9 C 
  9\SRþWHQiKRGQRWDG7  6,55 C 
  G7G7132ä$'$9(.-(63/1ċ1
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.203/(;1Ë32628=(1Ë6./$'%<67$9(%1Ë
.216758.&(=+/(',6.$âËě(1Ë7(3/$$92'1Ë3È5<
   
SRGOH(1,62(1,62ý61D671
 Teplo 2014 EDU 
1i]HY~ORK\ 2EYRGRYiVWČQD
 Zpracovatel :  /XFLH%DUHãRYi
=DNi]ND RD - %DNDOiĜVNiSUiFH
 Datum :  22. 10. 20
=$'$1È6./$'%$$2.5$-29e32'0Ë1.<
7\SKRGQRFHQpNRQVWUXNFH 6WČQDYQČMãtMHGQRSOiãĢRYi
.RUHNFHVRXþLQLWHOHSURVWXSXG8 0.020 W/m2K 
6NODGEDNRQVWUXNFHRGLQWHULpUX
ýtVOR 1i]HY D  Lambda        c      Ro  Mi      Ma
 [m]  [W/(m.K)]  [J/(kg.K)]  [kg/m3]  [-]  [kg/m2] 
    
  1  Porotherm Univ  0,0100  0,8000  800,0  1450,0  14,0   0.0000
  2  Porotherm 36.5  0,3650  0,1350  1000,0  780,0  10,0   0.0000
  3  weber tmel 700  0,0200  0,8000  900,0  1690,0  20,0   0.0000
  4  weber EPS-F Cl  0,1600  0,0380  1270,0  18,0  10,0   0.0000 
  5 ZHEHUWRSãNUi 0,0200  0,9300  850,0  1540,0  10,0   0.0000 





    
  1  Porotherm Universal   ---
  2  Porotherm 363URILQD]GtFtSČQX'U\IL[
   ---
  3  weber tmel 700 - OHStFtDVWČUNRYiKPRWD
   ---
  4  weber EPS-F Clima Rda   ---
  5 ZHEHUWRSãNUiEDQiRPtWND  ---
    
2NUDMRYpSRGPtQN\YêSRþWX
7HSHOQêRGSRUSĜLSĜHVWXSXWHSODYLQWHULpUX5VL  0.13 m2K/W 
GWWRSURYêSRþHWYQLWĜQtSRYUFKRYpWHSORW\5VL  0.25 m2K/W 
7HSHOQêRGSRUSĜLSĜHVWXSXWHSODYH[WHULpUX5VH  0.04 m2K/W 
GWWRSURYêSRþHWYQLWĜQtSRYUFKRYpWHSORW\5VH  0.04 m2K/W 
1iYUKRYiYHQNRYQtWHSORWD7H  -15.0 C 
1iYUKRYiWHSORWDYQLWĜQtKRY]GXFKX7DL  20.6 C 
1iYUKRYiUHODWLYQtYOKNRVWYHQNRYQtKRY]GXFKX5+H  84.0 % 
1iYUKRYiUHODWLYQtYOKNRVWYQLWĜQtKRY]GXFKX5+L  55.0 % 
  
TRIAL MODE − a valid license will remove this message. See the keywords property of this PDF for more information.
  
 
0ČVtF 'pOND>GQ\@ Tai [C]  RHi [%]  Pi [Pa]  Te [C]  RHe [%]  Pe [Pa] 
  
1 31  20.6   44.1  1069.5  -2.3   81.1   409.0 
2 28  20.6   46.6  1130.1  -0.6   80.7   468.9 
3 31  20.6   49.6  1202.9  3.3   79.4   614.3 
4 30  20.6   54.4  1319.3  8.2   77.2   839.1 
5 31  20.6   61.8  1498.8  13.3   74.1  1131.2 
6 30  20.6   67.4  1634.6  16.4   71.5  1332.9 
7 31  20.6   70.0  1697.6  17.8   70.1  1428.0 
8 31  20.6   69.0  1673.4  17.3   70.6  1393.5 
9 30  20.6   62.4  1513.3  13.6   73.9  1150.4 
10 31  20.6   55.4  1343.5  9.0   76.8   881.2 
11 30  20.6   50.0  1212.6  3.8   79.2   634.8 





    





9é6/('.<9é32ý78+2'12&(1e.2NSTRUKCE :  
7HSHOQêRGSRUDVRXþLQLWHOSURVWXSXWHSODSRGOH(1,62
7HSHOQêRGSRUNRQVWUXNFH5 6.080 m2K/W 
6RXþLQLWHOSURVWXSXWHSODNRQVWUXNFH8 0.160 W/m2K 





'LIX]QtRGSRUNRQVWUXNFH=S7  3.2E+0010 m/s 
7HSORWQt~WOXPNRQVWUXNFH1\SRGOH(1,62 7709.1 
)i]RYêSRVXQWHSORWQtKRNPLWX3VLSRGOH(1,62 23.7 h 
7HSORWDYQLWĜQtKRSRYUFKXDWHSORWQtIDNWRUSRGOHý61D(1,62
9QLWĜQtSRYUFKRYiWHSORWDYQiYUKRYêFKSRGPtQNiFK7VLS 19.20 C 
7HSORWQtIDNWRUYQiYUKRYêFKSRGPtQNiFKI5VLS 0.961 
ýtVOR 0LQLPiOQtSRåDGRYDQpKRGQRW\SĜLPD[ 9\SRþWHQp
PČVtFH UHOYOKNRVWLQDYQLWĜQtPSRYUFKX hodnoty 
  --------- 80% ---------  -------- 100% ---------
  Tsi,m[C]  f,Rsi,m  Tsi,m[C]  f,Rsi,m  Tsi[C]  f,Rsi  RHsi[%] 
    
1 11.3   0.593  8.0   0.448  19.7   0.961  46.6 
2 12.1   0.600  8.8   0.442  19.8   0.961  49.1 
3 13.1   0.565  9.7   0.370  19.9   0.961  51.7 
4 14.5   0.507  11.1   0.233  20.1   0.961  56.1 
5 16.5   0.435  13.0  ------  20.3   0.961  62.9 
6 17.8   0.345  14.4  ------  20.4   0.961  68.1 
7 18.5   0.232  14.9  ------  20.5   0.961  70.5 
8 18.2   0.279  14.7  ------  20.5   0.961  69.6 
9 16.6   0.433  13.2  ------  20.3   0.961  63.5 
10 14.8   0.497  11.4   0.203  20.1   0.961  57.0 
11 13.2   0.559  9.8   0.358  19.9   0.961  52.1 
12 12.2   0.601  8.9   0.441  19.8   0.961  49.4 








     EH]YOLYX]DEXGRYDQpYOKNRVWLDVOXQHþQtUDGLDFH
3UĤEČKWHSORWDþiVWHþQêFKWODNĤYRGQtSiU\YQiYUKRYêFKRNUDMRYêFKSRGPtQNiFK
UR]KUDQt    i 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 e
 theta [C]:   20.0   19.9  6.4  6.3  -14.7  -14.8 
 p [Pa]:   1334   1306 577 498 178 138





þtVOR OHYi [m]  SUDYi  YRGQtSiU\>NJPV@
          
1   0.5550    0.5550   9.126E-0009 
  
5RþQtELODQFH]NRQGHQ]RYDQpDY\SDĜHQpYRGQtSiU\
  0QRåVWYt]NRQGHQ]RYDQpYRGQtSiU\]DURN0FD 0.0052 kg/(m2.rok) 
0QRåVWYtY\SDĜLWHOQpYRGQtSiU\]DURN0HYD 9.4816 kg/(m2.rok) 
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9<+2'12&(1Ë9é6/('.ģ32'/(.5,7e5,Ëý61-2 (2011)  
1i]HYNRQVWUXNFH 2EYRGRYiVWČQD
5HNDSLWXODFHYVWXSQtFKGDW
  1iYUKRYiYQLWĜQtWHSORWD7L 20,0 C 
3ĜHYDåXMtFtQiYUKRYiYQLWĜQtWHSORWD7L0 20,0 C 
1iYUKRYiYHQNRYQtWHSORWD7DH -15,0 C 
 Teplota na YQČMãtVWUDQČ7H -15,0 C 
1iYUKRYiWHSORWDYQLWĜQtKRY]GXFKX7DL 20,6 C 
5HODWLYQtYOKNRVWYLQWHULpUX5+L 50,0 % (+5,0%) 
  
Skladba konstrukce 
  ýtVOR 1i]HYYUVWY\ d [m]  Lambda [W/mK]  Mi [-] 
1  Porotherm Universal  0,010       0,800  14,0 
   2 3RURWKHUP3URILQD]GtFt 0,365       0,135  10,0 
3  weber tmel 700 - OHStFtDVWČU 0,020       0,800  20,0 
4  weber EPS-F Clima Rda  0,160       0,038  10,0 
5 ZHEHUWRSãNUiEDQiRPtWND 0,020       0,930  10,0 
,3RåDGDYHNQDWHSORWQtIDNWRUþOYý61-2)   
  
  3RåDGDYHNI5VL1 I5VLFU  0,747 












  PRåDGDYHN81  0,30 W/m2K 





,,,3RåDGDYN\ QDãtĜHQtYOKNRVWLNRQVWUXNFtþODYý61-2)  
  3RåDGDYN\ .RQGHQ]DFHYRGQtSiU\QHVPtRKUR]LWIXQNFLNRQVWUXNFH
  5RþQtPQRåVWYtNRQGHQ]iWXPXVtEêWQLåãtQHåURþQtNDSDFLWDRGSDUX
  5RþQtPQRåVWYtNRQGHQ]iWX0FDPXVtEêWQLåãtQHåNJPURN
   nebo 3-SORãQpKPRWQRVWLPDWHULiOXQLåãt]KRGQRW
  /LPLWSURPD[PQRåVWYtNRQGHQ]iWXRGYR]HQê]PLQSORãQpKPRWQRVWL
  PDWHULiOXYNRQGHQ]DþQt]yQČþLQtNJPURN




  5RþQtPQRåVWYt]NRQGHQ]RYDQpYRGQtSiU\0FD NJPURN
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KONSTRUKCE =+/(',6.$âËě(1Ë7(3/$$92'1Ë3È5<
   
SRGOH(1,62(1,62ý61D671
 Teplo 2014 EDU 
1i]HY~ORK\ 6WĜHFKD
 Zpracovatel :  /XFLH%DUHãRYi
=DNi]ND RD - EDNDOiĜVNiSUiFH
 Datum :  22. 10. 20 
=$'$1È6./$'%$$2.5$-29e32'0Ë1.<
7\SKRGQRFHQpNRQVWUXNFH 6WĜHFKDMHGQRSOiãĢRYi
.RUHNFHVRXþLQLWHOHSURVWXSXG8 0.000 W/m2K 
6NODGEDNRQVWUXNFHRGLQWHULpUX
ýtVOR 1i]HY D  Lambda        c      Ro  Mi      Ma
 [m]  [W/(m.K)]  [J/(kg.K)]  [kg/m3]  [-]  [kg/m2] 
    
  1 6iGURNDUWRQ 0,0125  0,2200  1060,0  750,0  9,0   0.0000 
  2 8]DYĜHQiY]GXF 0,0400  0,3170*  1009,3  42,4  0,2   0.0000 
  3 8]DYĜHQiY]GXF 0,0400  0,2750*  1235,0  61,0  0,2   0.0000 
  4  Dekfol N AL 14  0,0035  0,2100  1470,0  1200,0  32000,0^   0.0000 
  5  TOPDEK 022 PIR  0,0800  0,0230  1400,0  35,0  34,0   0.0000 
  6  Isover Domo  0,1600  0,0610*  1073,8  66,3  1,0   0.0000 





 ^  ekvivaOIDNWRUGLIRGSRUXVYOLYHPQHWČVQRVWtVWDQRYHQLQWHUQtPYêSRþWHP
ýtVOR .RPSOHWQtQi]HYYUVWY\ ,QWHUQtYêSRþHWWHSYRGLYRVWL
    
  1 6iGURNDUWRQ  ---
  2 8]DYĜHQiY]GXFKGXWLQDWOPP
   YOLYNRYRYêFKWHSPRVWĤGOH%5('LJHVW
  3  8]DYĜHQiY]GXFKGXWLQDWOPP
   YOLYEČåQêFKWHSPRVWĤGOH(1,62
  4  Dekfol N AL 140 Special   ---
  5  TOPDEK 022 PIR   ---
  6  Isover Domo  YOLYEČåQêFKWHSPRVWĤGOH(1,62
    
2NUDMRYpSRGPtQN\YêSRþWX
7HSHOQêRGSRUSĜLSĜHVWXSXWHSODYLQWHULpUX5VL  0.10 m2K/W 
GWWRSURYêSRþHWYQLWĜQtSRYUFKRYpWHSORW\5VL  0.25 m2K/W 
7HSHOQêRGSRUSĜLSĜHVWXSXWHSODYH[WHULpUX5VH  0.04 m2K/W 
GWWRSURYêSRþHWYQLWĜQtSRYUFKRYpWHSORW\5VH  0.04 m2K/W
1iYUKRYiYHQNRYQtWHSORWD7H -15.0 C 
1iYUKRYiWHSORWDYQLWĜQtKRY]GXFKX7DL  20.6 C 
1iYUKRYiUHODWLYQtYOKNRVWYHQNRYQtKRY]GXFKX5+H  84.0 % 
1iYUKRYiUHODWLYQtYOKNRVWYQLWĜQtKRY]GXFKX5+L  55.0 % 
0ČVtF 'pOND>GQ\@ Tai [C]  RHi [%]  Pi [Pa]  Te [C]  RHe [%]  Pe [Pa] 
  
1 31  20.6   44.1  1069.5  -4.3   81.1   345.4 
2 28  20.6   46.6  1130.1  -2.6   80.7   396.8 
3 31  20.6   49.6  1202.9  1.3   79.4   532.6 
4 30    20.6   54.4  1319.3  6.2   77.2   731.6 
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5 31  20.6   61.8  1498.8  11.3   74.1   991.8 
6 30  20.6   67.4  1634.6  14.4   71.5  1172.4 
7 31  20.6   70.0  1697.6  15.8   70.1  1257.7 
8 31  20.6   69.0  1673.4  15.3   70.6  1226.7 
9 30  20.6   62.4  1513.3  11.6   73.9  1008.9 
10 31  20.6   55.4  1343.5  7.0   76.8   769.0 
11 30  20.6   50.0  1212.6  1.8   79.2   550.6 




  QDYQČMãtVWUDQČNRQVWUXNFH WHSORWDUHODWLYQtYOKNRVWDþiVWHþQêWODNYRGQtSiU\









7HSHOQêRGSRUNRQVWUXNFH5 6.446 m2K/W 
6RXþLQLWHOSURVWXSXWHSODNRQVWUXNFH8 0.152 W/m2K 





'LIX]QtRGSRUNRQVWUXNFH=S7  6.1E+0011 m/s 
7HSORWQt~WOXPNRQVWUXNFH1\SRGOH(1,62 89.3 
)i]RYêSRVXQWHSORWQtKRNPLWX3VLSRGOH(1,62 5.5 h 
7HSORWDYQLWĜQtKRSRYUFKXDWHSORWQtIDNWRUSRGOHý61D(1,62
9QLWĜQtSRYUFKRYiWHSORWDYQiYUKRYêFKSRGPtQNiFK7VLS 19.28 C 
7HSORWQtIDNWRUYQiYUKRYêFKSRGPtQNiFKI5VLS 0.963 
ýtVOR 0LQLPiOQtSRåDGRYDQpKRGQRW\SĜLPD[ 9\SRþWHQp
PČVtFH UHOYOKNRVWLQDYQLWĜQtPSRYUFKX hodnoty 
  --------- 80% ---------  -------- 100% ---------
  Tsi,m[C]  f,Rsi,m  Tsi,m[C]  f,Rsi,m  Tsi[C]  f,Rsi  RHsi[%] 
    
1 11.3   0.626  8.0   0.492  19.7   0.963  46.7 
2 12.1   0.634  8.8   0.490  19.7   0.963  49.1 
3 13.1   0.610  9.7   0.435  19.9   0.963  51.8 
4 14.5   0.576  11.1   0.339  20.1   0.963  56.2 
5 16.5   0.557  13.0   0.185  20.3   0.963  63.1 
6 17.8   0.556  14.4  ------  20.4   0.963  68.4 
7 18.5   0.552  14.9  ------  20.4   0.963  70.8 
8 18.2   0.551  14.7  ------  20.4   0.963  69.8 
9 16.6   0.559  13.2   0.174  20.3   0.963  63.7 
10 14.8   0.571  11.4   0.320  20.1   0.963  57.2 
11 13.2   0.606  9.8   0.427  19.9   0.963  52.2 
12 12.2   0.635  8.9   0.490  19.7   0.963  49.4 




     EH]YOLYX]DEXGRYDQpYOKNRVWLDVOXQHþQtUDGLDFH
3UĤEČKWHSORWDþiVWHþQêFKWODNĤYRGQtSiU\YQiYUKRYêFKRNUDMRYêFKSRGPtQNiFK
UR]KUDQt    i 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 e
 theta [C]:   20.1   19.8   19.1   18.3   18.2   -0.6  -14.8 
 p [Pa]:   1334   1333   1333   1333 168 140 138
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9<+2'12&(1Ë9é6/('.ģ32'/(.5,7e5,Ëý61-2 (2011)  
1i]HYNRQVWUXNFH 6WĜHFKD
5HNDSLWXODFHYVWXSQtFKGDW
  1iYUKRYiYQLWĜQtWHSORWD7L 20,0 C 
3ĜHYDåXMtFtQiYUKRYiYQLWĜQtWHSORWD7L0 20,0 C 
1iYUKRYiYHQNRYQtWHSORWD7DH -15,0 C 
7HSORWDQDYQČMãtVWUDQČ7H -15,0 C 
1iYUKRYiWHSORWDYQLWĜQtKRY]GXFKX7DL 20,6 C 
5HODWLYQtYOKNRVWYLQWHULpUX5+L 50,0 % (+5,0%) 
  
Skladba konstrukce 
  ýtVOR 1i]HYvrstvy  d [m]  Lambda [W/mK]  Mi [-] 
1 6iGURNDUWRQ 0,0125       0,220  9,0 
2 8]DYĜHQiY]GXFKGXWLQDWO 0,040       0,317  0,2 
3 8]DYĜHQiY]GXFKGXWLQDWO 0,040       0,275  0,2 
4  Dekfol N AL 140 Special  0,0035       0,210  32000,0 
5  TOPDEK 022 PIR  0,080       0,023  34,0 
6  Isover Domo  0,160       0,061  1,0 
,3RåDGDYHNQDWHSORWQtIDNWRUþOYý61-2)   
  
  3RåDGDYHNI5VL1 I5VLFU  0,747 












  3RåDGDYHN81  0,24 W/m2K 






  3RåDGDYN\ .RQGHQ]DFHYRGQtSiU\QHVPtRKUR]LWIXQNFLNRQVWUXNFH
  5RþQtPQRåVWYtNRQGHQ]iWXPXVtEêWQLåãtQHåURþQtNDSDFLWDRGSDUX
  5RþQtPQRåVWYtNRQGHQ]iWX0FDPXVtEêWQLåãtQHåNJPURN
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.203/(;1Ë32628=(1Ë6./$'%<67$9(%1Ë
.216758.&(=+/(',6.$âËě(1Ë7(3/$$92'1Ë3È5<
   
SRGOH(1,62(1,62ý61D67140
 Teplo 2014 EDU 
1i]HY~ORK\ Podhled 
 Zpracovatel :  /XFLH%DUHãRYi
=DNi]ND RD - EDNDOiĜVNiSUiFH
 Datum :  22. 10. 20 
=$'$1È6./$'%$$2.5$-29e32'0Ë1.<
7\SKRGQRFHQpNRQVWUXNFH 6WURSSRGQHY\WiSČQêPþLPpQČY\WiSYQLWĜQtPSURVWRrem 
.RUHNFHVRXþLQLWHOHSURVWXSXG8 0.000 W/m2K 
  
6NODGEDNRQVWUXNFHRGLQWHULpUX
ýtVOR 1i]HY D  Lambda        c      Ro  Mi      Ma
 [m]  [W/(m.K)]  [J/(kg.K)]  [kg/m3]  [-]  [kg/m2] 
    
  1 6iGURNDUWRQ 0,0125  0,2200  1060,0  750,0  9,0   0.0000 
  2 8]DYĜHQiY]GXF 0,0400  0,3170*  1009,3  42,4  0,2   0.0000 
  3 8]DYĜHQiY]GXF 0,0400  0,2750*  1235,0  61,0  0,2   0.0000 
  4  Dekfol N AL 14  0,0035  0,2100  1470,0  1200,0  32000,0^   0.0000 
  5  TOPDEK 022 PIR  0,0800  0,0230  1400,0  35,0  34,0   0.0000 
  6  Isover Domo  0,1600  0,0630*  1099,8  72,4  1,0   0.0000 








    
  1 6iGURNDUWRQ  ---
  2 8]DYĜHQiY]GXFKGXWLQDWOPP
   YOLYNRYRYêFKWHSPRVWĤGOH%5('LJHVW
  3 8]DYĜHQiY]GXFKGXWLQDWOPP
   YOLYEČåQêFKWHSPRVWĤGOe EN ISO 6946 
  4  Dekfol N AL 140 Special   ---
  5  TOPDEK 022 PIR   ---
  6  Isover Domo  YOLYEČåQêFKWHSPRVWĤGOH(1,62
    
2NUDMRYpSRGPtQN\YêSRþWX
7HSHOQêRGSRUSĜLSĜHVWXSXWHSODYLQWHULpUX5VL  0.10 m2K/W 
dtto prRYêSRþHWYQLWĜQtSRYUFKRYpWHSORW\5VL  0.25 m2K/W 
7HSHOQêRGSRUSĜLSĜHVWXSXWHSODYH[WHULpUX5VH  0.10 m2K/W 
GWWRSURYêSRþHWYQLWĜQtSRYUFKRYpWHSORW\5VH  0.10 m2K/W 
1iYUKRYiYHQNRYQtWHSORWD7H -15.0 C 
1iYUKRYiWHSORWDYQLWĜQtKRY]GXFKX7DL  20.6 C 
1iYUKRYiUHODWLYQtYOKNRVWYHQNRYQtKRY]GXFKX5+H  84.0 % 
1iYUKRYiUHODWLYQtYOKNRVWYQLWĜQtKRY]GXFKX5+L  55.0 % 
  





7HSHOQêRGSRUNRQVWUXNFH5 6.363 m2K/W 
6RXþLQLWHOSURVWXSXWHSODNRQVWUXNFH8 0.152 W/m2K 





'LIX]QtRGSRUNRQVWUXNFH=S7  6.1E+0011 m/s 
7HSORWQt~WOXPNRQVWUXNFH1\SRGOH(1,62 92.7 
 Fi]RYêSRVXQWHSORWQtKRNPLWX3VLSRGOH(1,62 5.8 h 
7HSORWDYQLWĜQtKRSRYUFKXDWHSORWQtIDNWRUSRGOHý61D(1,62
9QLWĜQtSRYUFKRYiWHSORWDYQiYUKRYêFKSRGPtQNiFK7VLS 19.27 C 
7HSORWQtIDNWRUYQiYUKRYêFKSRGPtQNiFKI5VLS 0.963 
'LI~]HYRGQtSiU\YQiYUKSRGPtQNiFKDELODQFHYRGQtSiU\SRGOHý61
     EH]YOLYX]DEXGRYDQpYOKNRVWLDVOXQHþQtUDGLDFH
3UĤEČKWHSORWDþiVWHþQêFKWODNĤYRGQtSiU\YQiYUKRYêFKRNUDMRYêFKSRGPtQNiFK
 rozhrDQt    i 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 e
 theta [C]:   20.1   19.7   19.1   18.3   18.2   -0.7  -14.5 
 p [Pa]:   1334   1333   1333   1333 168 140 138
 p,sat [Pa]:   2345   2301   2205   2099   2087 577 173
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9<+2'12&(1Ë9é6/('.ģ32'/(.5,7e5,Ëý61-2 (2011)  
1i]HYNRQVWUXNFH Podhled 
5HNDSLWXODFHYVWXSQtFKGDW
  1iYUKRYiYQLWĜQtWHSORWD7L 20,0 C 
3ĜHYDåXMtFtQiYUKRYiYQLWĜQtWHSORWD7L0 20,0 C 
1iYUKRYiYHQNRYQtWHSORWD7DH -15,0 C 
7HSORWDQDYQČMãtVWUDQČ7H -15,0 C 
1iYUKRYiWHSORWDYQLWĜQtKRY]GXFKX7DL 20,6 C 
5HODWLYQtYOKNRVWYLQWHULpUX5+L 50,0 % (+5,0%) 
  
Skladba konstrukce 
  ýtVOR 1i]HYYUVWY\ d [m]  Lambda [W/mK]  Mi [-] 
1 6iGURNDUWRQ 0,0125       0,220  9,0 
2 8]DYĜHQiY]GXFKGXWLQDWO 0,040       0,317  0,2 
3 8]DYĜHQiY]GXFKGXWLQDWO 0,040       0,275  0,2 
4  Dekfol N AL 140 Special  0,0035       0,210  32000,0 
5  TOPDEK 022 PIR  0,080       0,023  34,0 
6  Isover Domo  0,160       0,063  1,0 
,3RåDGDYHNQDWHSORWQtIDNWRUþOYý61-2)   
  
  3RåDGDYHNI5VL1 I5VLFU  0,747 












  3RåDGDYHN81  0,30 W/m2K 






  3RåDGDYN\ .RQGHQ]DFHYRGQtSiU\QHVPtRKUR]LWIXQNFLNRQVWUukce. 
  5RþQtPQRåVWYtNRQGHQ]iWXPXVtEêWQLåãtQHåURþQtNDSDFLWDRGSDUX
  5RþQtPQRåVWYtNRQGHQ]iWX0FDPXVtEêWQLåãtQHåNJPURN
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9HGRXFt EDNDOiĜVNpSUiFH   
/XFLH%DUHãRYi
,QJ3HWUD7\PRYi3K'
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  9é32ý(77(3(/1é&+=75È7$35ģ0ċ51e+2
  628ý,1,7(/(352678387(3/$%8'29<




 Zpracovatel:  LucLH%DUHãRYi
=DNi]ND  
 Datum:  20.3.2017 
 Varianta:  1 
1iYUKRYiYêSRþWRYiYHQNRYQtWHSORWD7H -15.0 C 
3UĤPČUQiURþQtWHSORWDYHQNRYQtKRY]GXFKX7HP 7.8 C 
ýLQLWHOURþQtKRNROtViQtYHQNRYQtWHSORW\IJ 1.45 
3UĤPČUQiYQLWĜQtWHSORWDYEXGRYČ7LP 20.0 C 
  3ĤGRU\VQiSORFKDSRGODK\EXGRY\$ 107.9 m2 
([SRQRYDQêREYRGEXGRY\3 41.7 m 
2EHVWDYČQêSURVWRUY\WiSČQêFKþiVWtEXGRY\9 595.5 m3 
  ÒþLQQRVW]SČWQpKR]tVNiYiQtWHSOD]HY]GXFKX 0.0 % 
  
 Typ budovy:  E\WRYi
3ě(+/('=$'$1é&+Ò'$-ģ$7(3(/1e=75È7<0Ë671267,
ýtVORSRGODåt  1 1i]HYSRGODåt 1                        
ýtVORPtVWQRVWL  1 1i]HYPtVWQRVWL  1                       
  3ĤGSORFKD$ 107.9 m2  Objem vzduchu V :  476.4 m3 
 Exp. obvod P :  41.7 m  3RþHWQDSRGODåt  1 
  
 Teplota Ti :   20.0 C  7\SY\WiSČQt SĜHYDåXMtFtSĜLUR]HQiNRQYHNFH
  9\WiSČQt QHSĜHUXãRYDQp 7UYDOêWHSHOQê]LVN)L] 0 W 
  7\SYČWUiQt SĜLUR]HQp 0LQK\JYêPČQD 0.5 1/h 
9êPČQDQ 4.5 1/h  ýLQLWHOHHHSVLORQ  0.03 +  1.00 
1i]HYNRQVWUXNFH Plocha  U  Korekce  DeltaU  Ueq  H,T 
  
  2EYRGRYiVWČQD 483.1   0.16  e = 1.00   0.05   -------  101.44 W/K 
 Okna                    18.4   0.71  e = 1.00   0.05   -------   13.97 W/K 
'YHĜH 2.0   0.93  e = 1.00   0.05   ------- 1.93 W/K 
6WĜHFKD  86.2   0.15  e = 1.00   0.05   -------   17.23 W/K 
 Podhled                    34.3   0.15  e = 1.00   0.05   ------- 6.87 W/K 
6WĜHãQtRNQD 3.8   0.85  e = 1.00   0.05   ------- 3.38 W/K 
6WĜHãQtYêOH] 0.8   1.00  e = 1.00   0.05   ------- 0.82 W/K 
 Podlaha - NHUGODåED  30.4   0.23  Gw= 1.00   -------   0.17  2.64 W/K 
 Podlaha - linoleum         77.5   0.22  Gw= 1.00   -------   0.17  6.51 W/K 
    
9\VYČWOLYN\ 3ORFKDMHSORFKDNRQVWUXNFHYP8MHVRXþLQLWHOSURVWXSXWHSODYH:P..RUHNFHMHEXćþLQLWHO




=YêãHQtYêNRQXNYĤOLSĜHUXãHQtY\WiSČQt)L5+ 0 W 
1iVREQRVWYêPČQ\Y]GXFKXQ 0.50 1/h 
=WUiWDSURVWXSHP)L7 5417 W,  tj.   100.]FHONRYp]WUiW\SURVWXSHP
=WUiWDYČWUiQtP)L9 2835 W,  tj.   ]FHONRYp]WUiW\YČWUiQtP
=WUiWDFHONRYi)L+/ 8252 W,  tj.   ]FHONRYp]WUiW\EXGRY\
7(3(/1e=75È7<32'/$äËþ
=WUiWDSURVWXSHP)L7 5417 W,   tj.   ]FHONRYp]WUiW\SURVWXSHP
=WUiWDYČWUiQtP)L9 2835 W,   tj.   ]FHONRYp]WUiW\YČWUiQtP
=WUiWDFHONRYi)L+/ 8252 W,   tj.   ]FHONRYp]WUiW\EXGRY\




1iYUKRYiYêSRþWRYiYHQNRYQtWHSORWD7H -15.0 C 
  
  2]QDþ   Tep-  Podlah.  Objem  Celk.  % z  3RGtO
  PtVWQRVWLDQi]HY lota  plocha  vzduchu  ]WUiWD celk.  FiHL/(Ti-Te) 
  
   Ti [C]  Af [m2]  V [m3]  FiHL[W]  FiHL  [W/K]     
  
  
1   1             20.0  107.9  476.4  8252  100.0%  235.78 
    
  6RXþHW   107.9  476.4  8252  100.0%  235.78 
&(/.29e7(3(/1e=75È7<%8'29<
6RXþHWWHS]WUiWWHSYêNRQ)L+/ 8.252 kW 100.0 % 
 SouþHWWHS]WUiWSURVWXSHP)L7 5.417 kW   65.6 % 
6RXþHWWHS]WUiWYČWUiQtP)L9 2.835 kW   34.4 % 
7HS]WUiWDSURVWXSHP   Plocha:  Fi,T/m2: 
  
  
  2EYRGRYiVWČQD 2.705 kW    32.8 %   483.1 m2   5.6 W/m2 
  Okna                       0.457 kW   5.5 %   18.4 m2   24.8 W/m2 
  'YHĜH 0.064 kW   0.8 %   2.0 m2   32.6 W/m2 
  6WĜHFKD 0.452 kW   5.5 %   86.2 m2   5.3 W/m2 
  Podhled                    0.180 kW   2.2 %   34.3 m2   5.3 W/m2 
  6WĜHãQtRNQD 0.112 kW   1.4 %   3.8 m2   29.8 W/m2 
  6WĜHãQtYêOH] 0.027 kW   0.3 %   0.8 m2   35.0 W/m2 
  Podlaha - NHUGODåED 0.092 kW   1.1 %   30.4 m2   3.0 W/m2 
  Podlaha - linoleum         0.228 kW   2.8 %   77.5 m2   2.9 W/m2 
  7HSHOQpYD]E\ 1.100 kW    13.3 %   ---    ---
  
35ģ0ċ51é628ý,1,7(/352678387(3/$%8'29<
  8VWiOHQêPČUQêWHSWRNSURVWXSHP+7EH]]YêãHQtSURRNQD 163.7 W/K 
3ORFKDREDORYêFKNRQVWUXNFtEXGRY\$ 736.4 m2 
  9êFKR]tKRGQRWDSUĤPČUQpKRVRXþLQLWHOHSURVWXSXWHSOD
SRGOHþOYý61-2 (2011) .......... Uem,N,20:  0.35 W/m2K 
  3UĤPČUQêVRXþLQLWHOSURVWXSXWHSODREiON\EXGRY\8HP 0.22 W/m2K
6723=WUiW\
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9<+2'12&(1Ë9é6/('.ģ32628=(1Ë32'/(ý61-2 (2011)  
1i]HY~ORK\ %DNDOiĜVNiSUiFH
5HNDSLWXODFHYVWXSQtFKGDW
2EMHPY\WiSČQêFK]yQEXGRY\9 595,5 m3 
3ORFKDRKUDQLþXMtFtFKNRQVWUXNFt$ 736,4 m2 





  PD[SUĤPVRXþSURVWXSXWHSOD8HP1  0,35 W/m2K 
  9êVOHGN\YêSRþWX






















TRIAL MODE − a valid license will remove this message. See the keywords property of this PDF for more information.
Protokol k HQHUJHWLFNpPXãWtWNXREiON\EXGRY\
,GHQWLILNDþQt~GDMH










Telefon / E-mail 
7RPiã.RXWQê
3DODFNpKR+DYtĜRY1 
+420  872 595 686 / t.koutny@email.cz 
Charakteristika budovy  






2EMHPRYêIDNWRUWYDUXEXGRY\A / V 1,24 m2/m3
Typ budovy QRYiRE\WQi
3ĜHYDåXMtFtYQLWĜQtWHSORWDY RWRSQpPREGREtTim  

























HTi = Ai . Ui. bi 
[W/K] 
2EYRGRYiVWČQD 483,1 0,16       (     ) 1,00 77,3 
Okna 18,4 0,71       (     ) 1,00 13,1 
'YHĜH 2,0 0,93        (     ) 1,00 1,9 
6WĜHFKD 86,2 0,15        (     ) 1,00 12,9 
Podhled 34,3 0,15        (     ) 1,00 5,1 
6WĜHãQtRNQD 3,8 0,85        (     ) 1,00 3,2 
6WĜHãQtYêOH] 0,8 1,00        (     ) 1,00 0,8 
Podlaha - NHUGODåE 30,4 0,23        (     ) 0,75 5,2 
Podlaha - linoleum 77,5 0,22        (     ) 0,76 13,0 
7HSHOQpYD]E\ 0,0 0,00       (     )       31,4
                      (     )             
                      (     )             
                      (     )             
                      (     )             
                      (     )             
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Celkem 736,5 163,9 
Konstrukce VSOĖXMt SRåDGDYN\QDVRXþLQLWHOHSURVWXSXWHSODSRGOHý61-2.
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0ČUQi]WUiWDSURVWXSHPWHSODHT W/K 163,9 
3UĤPČUQêVRXþLQLWHOSURVWXSXWHSODUem = HT / A W/(m2ā. 0,22 
3RåDGDYHNý610-2 byl stanoven: QD]iNODGČKRGQRW\8HP1DSĤVREtFtFKWHSORW
9êFKR]tSRåDGDYHNQDSUĤPČUQêVRXþLQLWHOSURVWXSXWHSODSRGOH
þO Yý61-2 pro UR]PH]tTim od 18 do 22 qC Uem,N,20 W/(m2ā. 0,35 
'RSRUXþHQêVRXþLQLWHOSURVWXSXWHSODUem,rec W/(m2ā. 0,26 
3RåDGRYDQêVRXþLQLWHOSURVWXSXWHSODUem,N W/(m2ā. 0,35 
3RåDGDYHNQDVWDYHEQČHQHUJHWLFNRXYODVWQRVWEXGRY\je VSOQČQ
.ODVLILNDþQtWĜtG\SURVWXSXWHSODREiON\KRGQRFHQpEXGRY\
+UDQLFHNODVLILNDþQtFKWĜtG 9HOLþLQD Jednotka Hodnota 
A ± B 0,5āUem,N W/(m2ā. 0,17 
B ± C 0,75āUem,N W/(m2ā. 0,26 
C ± D Uem,N W/(m2ā. 0,35 
D ± E 1,5āUem,N W/(m2ā. 0,52 
E ± F 2,0āUem,N W/(m2ā. 0,70 
F ± G 2,5āUem,N W/(m2ā. 0,87 
Klasifikace: %~VSRUQi







UDG\ þ (6 D SU(1  %\O Y\SUDFRYiQ Y souladu s ý61  0540- D SRGOH SURMHNWRYp
GRNXPHQWDFHVWDYE\GRGDQpREMHGQDWHOHP
  Aktualizovat ãWtWHN
TRIAL MODE − a valid license will remove this message. See the keywords property of this PDF for more information.
































2ā.Uem = HT / A 0,22       
3RåDGRYDQiKRGQRWDSUĤPČUQpKRVRXþLQLWHOHSURVWXSXWHSODREiON\
buGRY\SRGOHý61 0540-2 Uem,N ve W/(m2ā. 0,35 0,35 
.ODVLILNDþQtXND]DWHOHCl DMLPRGSRYtGDMtFtKRGQRW\Uem
CI 0,50 0,75 1,00 1,50 2,00 2,50 
Uem 0,17 0,26 0,35 0,52 0,70 0,87 
3ODWQRVWãWtWNXGR:       'DWXPY\VWDYHQtãWtWNX24. 3. 2017 
âWtWHNY\SUDFRYDO(a): /XFLH%DUHãRYi

















9HGRXFtEDNDOiĜVNpSUiFH   
/XFLH%DUHãRYi
,QJ3HWUD7\PRYi3K'








Qww =  K . ¦DU
1. NP 
9êOHYND:& Qww = 0.5x )25,2(  = 1,061 l/s   ĺDN 110
8P\YDGORSUDþND Qww = 0.5x 8,05,0  = 0,570 l/s   ĺDN 50
Sprcha Qww = 0.5x 8,0 = 0,447 l/s    ĺDN 50 
'ĜH]P\þND Qww = 0.5x 8,08,0  = 0,632 l/s   ĺDN 50
2. NP 
8PêYiWNR Qww = 0.5x 5,0 = 0,707 l/s    ĺDN 50
8PêYiWNR:& Qww = 0.5x )8,15,0(  = 0,758 l/s   ĺDN 110
Vana  Qww = 0.5x 8,0 = 0,447 l/s    ĺDN 50 
Umyvadlo Qww = 0.5x 5,0 = 0,707 l/s    ĺDN 50
 
2GSDGQtSRWUXEt
1. Qww1 = 0.5* 5,1 = 0,612 l/s       ĺDN 75
2. Qww2 = 0.5* 5,08,025,25,05,08,02  = 1,549 l/s ĺ DN 110 
3. Qww3 = 0.5 * 8,08,08,0  = 0,775 l/s  -> DN 50 ĺDN 75 
 





ÒVHN± µ Qww = 0.5* 5,1 = 0,612 l/s  
ÒVHN± µ Qww = 0.5* 5,08,025,25,05,08,02  = 1,549 l/s 
ÒVHNµ± µ Qww = 0,612 l/s + 1,549 l/s = 2,161 l/s 
ÒVHN± µ Qww = 0.5 * 8,08,08,0  = 0,775 l/s 







Qtot  Ȉ4ww =  0,612 + 1,549 + 0,775 = 2,936 l/s 
Qmax  = 8,4 l/s   






















Qtot «FHONRYêSUĤWRNVSODãNRYêFKYRG>OV@   









9HGRXFtEDNDOiĜVNpSUiFH   
/XFLH%DUHãRYi
,QJ3HWUD7\PRYi3K' 










Qr= i.A.c  
Qr= 0,03*124,115*1 = 3,723 l/s       
9RGX]HVWĜHFK\RGYiGtVYRG\




ÒVHN± µ Qr = 1,8615 l/s ĺDN 110 
ÒVHN± µ Qr = 1,8615 l/s ĺDN 110  
ÒVHNµ± µ Qr = 3,723 l/s  ĺDN 125
'HãĢRYpVYRGQpSRWUXEtMHYHGHQRYHVNORQX
Qtot = Qr= 2,936 l/s 
Qmax  = 4,2  l/s
Qtot < Qmax 
Qr «RGWRNGHãĢRYêFKYRG>OV@
i «LQWHQ]LWDGHãWČ[l/s.m2] 
A ~þLQQiSORFKDVWĜHFK\ [m2] 
&VRXþLQLWHORGWRNX









9HGRXFtEDNDOiĜVNpSUiFH   
/XFLH%DUHãRYi
,QJ3HWUD7\PRYi3K'




1iYUKEyl proveden dle www.asio.cz [15]. 
0QRåVWYtY\XåLWHOQpVUiåNRYpYRG\







 ܳ ൌ ݊ כܵௗ כ ܴ כ ݖͳͲͲͲ
 ܳ ൌ ସכଵସ଴כ଴ǡଷכଶ଴ଵ଴଴଴ = 3,36 m3 
Q«SRþHWRE\YDWHOY GRPiFQRVWL
Sd«FHONRYiVSRWĜHEDYHãNHUpYRG\QDRE\YDWHOHDGHQ± obvykle [l] 
5«NRHILFLHQWY\XåLWtVUiåNRYpYRG\
]«NRHILFLHQWRSWLPiOQtYHOLNRVWL




௣ܸ ൌ ͵ܳ͸ͷ כ ݖ
௣ܸ ൌ ହ଼ǡ଺ସଷ଺ହ כ ʹͲ ൌ 3,213 m3 
3RWĜHEQêREMHPDRSWLPDOL]DFHQiYUKXQiGUåH
ேܸ ൌ ሺ ௩ܸǢ  ௣ܸሻ
ேܸ ൌ ሺ͵ǡ͵͸Ǣ ͵ǡʹͳ͵ሻ = 3,213 
VN «SRWĜHEQêREMHPQiGUåH[m3] 
Vv «REMHPQiGUåHGOHVSRWĜHE\[m3] 
Vp « REMHPQiGUåHGOHPQRåVWYtY\XåLWHOQpVUiåNRYpYRG\[m3] 
1iYUKAS ± REWA Kombi 4ERZ 3,94 m3 
3RURYQiQtPREMHPĤVv a Vp O]HGRMtWN WČPWR]iYČUĤP
a) Vv = Vp
b) Vv < Vp




























2GYRGĖRYDQiSlocha  ܣ௥௘ௗ ൌ ߑܣ௜ ൅ ߰ܣ௥௘ௗ= 124,115 * 1 = 124,115 m2 
ܣ௜«SĤGRU\VQêSUĤPČWRGYRGĖRYDQpSORFK\XUþLWpKRdruhu [m2] ߰«VRXþLQLWHORGWRNXVUiåNRYêFKSRYUFKRYêFKYRGSURRGYRGĖRYDQRXSORFKX[-] 
9VDNRYDQêRGWRNܳ௩௦௔௞ ൌ ͳ݂ כ ݇௩ כ ܣ௩௦௔௞ܳ௩௦௔௞= ଵଶ כ ͲǡͲͲͲͲ͹ͷ כ ʹͶǡͺʹ͵ = 0,00093 m3/s
f«VRXþLQLWHOEH]SHþQRVWLYVDNX[-] ݇௩ «NRHILFLHQWYVDNX[m/s] ܣ௩௦௔௞«YVDNRYDFtSORFKD>P2] 
9VDNRYDFtSORFKDܣ௩௦௔௞ ൌ ܮ כ ܾᇱ ൌ ܮ כ ሺ௛ೡ೥ଶ ൅ ܾሻܣ௩௦௔௞ ൌ ሺͲǡͳܽāͲǡ͵ሻ כ ܣ௥௘ௗܣ௩௦௔௞ ൌ 0,2 * 124,115 = 24,823 m2 







௩ܸ௭ ൌ ௛೏ଵ଴଴଴ כ ሺܣ௥௘ௗ ൅ܣ௩௭ሻ െ ଵ௙ כ ݇௩ כ ܣ௩௦௔௞ כ ݐ௖ כ ͸Ͳ
hd «QiYUKRYê~KUQVUiåHN[mm] ܣ௥௘ௗ «UHGXNRYDQêSĤGRU\VQêSUĤPČWRGYRGĖRYDQpSORFK\
f«VRXþLQLWHOEH]SHþQRVWLYVDNX[-] ݇௩ «NRHILFLHQWYVDNX[m/s] ܣ௩௦௔௞«YVDNRYDFtSORFKDYVDNRYDFtKR]DĜt]HQtܣ௩௭ «SORFKDKODGLQ\YVDNRYDFtKR]DĜt]HQtMHQXSRYUFKRYêFKYVDNRYDFtFK]DĜt]HQtݐ௖«GREDWUYiQtVUiåN\[min] 
=DQiYUKRYêREMHPVHSRYDåXMHQHMYČWãtY\SRþWHQê
TRIAL MODE − a valid license will remove this message. See the keywords property of this PDF for more information.
  
 





௣ܶ௥ ൌ ଴ǡଽହଷ଴ǡ଴଴଴ଽଷ = 1023,78 s = 17 min < 72 hod. 
1iYUKMH proveden na SRORYLQXREMHPXSURWRåHGHãĢRYiYRGDMHY\XåtYDQiY URGLQQpPGRPČD
nedojde tedy k VLWXDFLåHE\YãHFKQDGHãĢRYiYRGDE\ODGRYHGHQDDåGR]DVDNRYDFtKR]DĜt]HQt
1DYUåHQpYVDNRYDFt]DĜt]HQt
AS ± KRECHT 2,3x0,81x1,3 m  
  









9HGRXFtEDNDOiĜVNpSUiFH   
/XFLH%DUHãRYi
,QJ3HWUD7\PRYi3K'















Qm =  Qp . kd  [l/den] 
Qm = 384*1,35 = 518,4 l/den 
kd«VRXþLQLWHOGHQQtQHURYQRPČUQRVWL
0D[LPiOQtKRGLQRYêRGWRNVSODãNRYpYRG\
Qh =  1/24 . Qp . kd . kh [l/h]
Qh = 45,36 l/h
kh «VRXþLQLWHOKRGLQRYpQHURYQRPČUQRVWL
5RþQtRGWRNVSODãNRYpYRG\
QURþ =  365 * Qp [l/rok]  
QURþ = 140 160 l/rok 
QURþ = 140,16 m3/rok 






















9HGRXFtEDNDOiĜVNpSUiFH   
Lucie BDUHãRYi
,QJ3HWUD7\PRYi3K'




















































1 1 1 0,20 25x3,5 0,8 3,42 0,54 1,844 5,5 1,76 3,60 
2 3 0,35 32x4,5 1 0,25 0,57 0,143 2 1,00 1,14 
3 4 0,40 32x4,5 1 1,52 0,57 0,864 1,5 0,75 1,61 
4 1 1 0,20 25x3,5 0,8 1,84 0,54 0,994 7 2,24 3,23 
5 2 0,28 32x4,5 0,7 0,34 0,35 0,119 1,5 0,37 0,49 
6 1 1 0,20 25x3,5 0,8 1,32 0,54 0,713 3 0,96 1,67 



















9HGRXFtEDNDOiĜVNpSUiFH   
/XFLH%DUHãRYi
,QJ3HWUD7\PRYi3K'





݌ௗ௜௦ ൒݌௠௜௡ி௅ ൅ᇞ ݌௘ ൅ Ȉ ᇞ ݌௪௠ ൅ Ȉ ᇞ ݌௔௣ ൅ᇞ ݌ோி݌ௗ௜௦ ൒ ͳͲͲ ൅ ʹͻǡͺͳ ൅ Ͳ ൅ Ͳ ൅ ͳʹǡͶͳʹͶͲ݇ܲܽ ൒ ͳͶʹǡʹʹ݇ܲܽ
pdis « GLVSR]LþQtSĜHWODNQD]DþiWNXSRVX]RYDQpKRSRWUXEt>N3D@
pminFL  «PLQLPiOQtSRåDGRYDQêK\GURG\QDPLFNêSĜHWODN>N3D@ᇞpe ...  WODNRYi]WUiWD]SĤVREHQiYêãNRYêPUR]GtOHPPH]L~URYQČPL]DþiWNXDNRQFH
SRVX]RYDQpKRSRWUXEt>N3D@
Ȉᇞpwm «VRXþHWWODNRYêFK]WUiWYRGRPČUĤRVD]HQêFKY SRVX]RYDQpPSRWUXEt>N3D@
ȈᇞpAP «VRXþHWWODNRYêFK]WUiWQDSRMHQêFK]DĜt]HQtRVD]HQêFKY SRVX]RYDQpPSRWUXEt>N3D@ᇞpRF «WODNRYp]WUiW\YOLYHPWĜHQtDPtVWQtFKRGSRUĤY SRVX]RYDQpPSRWUXEt>N3D@














9HGRXFtEDNDOiĜVNpSUiFH   
/XFLH%DUHãRYi
,QJ3HWUD7\PRYi3K'









DN l (m) 
tl. izolace  
(mm) 
25x3,5 6,895 25 mm 
32x4,5 2,105 25 mm 
 
 















9HGRXFtEDNDOiĜVNpSUiFH   
/XFLH%DUHãRYi
Ing. Petra TymoYi3K'










Qm =  Qp . kd   [l/den] 
Qm = 384*1,35 = 518,4 [l/den] 
kd«VRXþLQLWHOGHQQtQHURYQRPČUQRVWL
0D[LPiOQtKRGLQRYiSRWĜHEDYRG\
Qh =  1/24 . Qp . kd . kh [l/h]
Qh = 45,36 [l/h]
kh «VRXþLQLWHOKRGLQRYpQHURYQRPČUQRVWL
5RþQtSRWĜHEDYRG\
QURþ =  365 * Qp [l/rok]  
QURþ = 140 160 [l/rok] 
QURþ = 140,16 [m3/rok]  
9êSRþHWE\OSURYHGHQGOHSĜtORK\þY\KOiãN\6E[13].   
  









9HGRXFtEDNDOiĜVNpSUiFH   
/XFLH%DUHãRYi
,QJ3HWUD7\PRYi3K' 






k ]DKUDGQtPXNRKRXWXDVORXåtQDSĜN P\WtDXWDDN ]DOpYiQt]DKUDG\
2EMHPYRG\QDVSOiFKQXWt:&MHSURPDOpVSOiFKQXWtODSURYHONpO3UR~NOid bude 
GHãĢRYi YRGD WDNp Y\XåLWD 8YDåXML åH EXGH Y\XåLWD N Y\WtUiQt SRGODK 3RWĜHEQpPQRåVWYt
YRG\QD~NOLGMH] þiVWLSRNU\WRLWHSORXSLWQRXYRGRX3RGODKRYiSORFKDY PtVWQRVWHFKNGH
QHQtNREHUHFþLQtP23RNXGE\URGLQDXNOt]HOD[WêGQČPQRåVWYtYRG\SUR~NOLGEXGH
QXWQp [ URþQČ 3UR ]DOpYiQt XYDåXML åH SORFKD ]iKRQNĤ EXGH P2 9RGD SUR ]DOpYiQt
EXGH SRWĜHEQi Y OpWČ Y VXFKpP REGREt 3URWR MH YH YêSRþWX XYDåRYiQR  GQĤ Y roce. Na 
MHGQRXP\WtDXWDEXGHQXWQpFFDOYRG\3ĜHSRNOiGiPåH DXWREXGHURGLQDPêW[URþQČ
 
3RWĜHEDYRG\SURVSODFKRYiQt:&ݍௐ஼ ൌݍ௢ כ ݌ݍௐ஼ ൌ Ͷ כ ͸ = 24 l/os.den 
ݍ௢ ൌݍ௩ ൅ ʹ כ ݍ௠͵ ݍ௢ ൌ ଺ାଶכଷଷ = 4 l 




5RþQtSRWĜHEDXåLWNRYpYRG\SURVSODFKRYiQt:&ݍௐ஼ǡ௥௢« ൌݍௐ஼ כ ݊ כ ͵͸ͷݍௐ஼ǡ௥௢« ൌ ʹͶ כ Ͷ כ ͵͸ͷ ൌ35 040 l = 35,040 m3 






q~NOLG= 0,1 l/m2 





qzal = 1 l/m
2




RoþQtSRWĜHED XåLWNRYp YRG\QDP\WtDXWDݍ௔௨௧௢ǡ௥௢þ ൌ ʹͲͲ כ ͷ ൌ1000 l/rok = 1 m3/rok ݍ௔௨௧௢ǡ௥௢þ URþQtSRWĜHEDYRG\QDP\WtDXWD[m3/rok]





ݍ௥௢« ൌ ݍௐ஼ǡ௥௢«+ݍï௞௟௜ௗǡ௥௢« ൅ ݍ௭௔௟ǡ௥௢«൅ݍ௔௨௧௢ ൅ ͳ݉ଷݍ௥௢« ൌ 35,040 + 0,634 + 1,8 + 1 +1 = 39,474 m3/rok 
  









9HGRXFtEDNDOiĜVNpSUiFH   
/XFLH%DUHãRYi
IQJ3HWUD7\PRYi3K' 
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                             1iYRGN LQVWDODFLDSRXåLWt]DĜt]HQt
7  
1 Ò92'$52=6$+328ä,7Ë
=DĜt]HQt AS-RAINMASTER Eco GiOH MHQ 50 (FR je NRQFLSRYiQR VSHFLiOQČ SUR
Y\XåLWt GHãĢRYpDãHGpYRG\Y rodinnêFKGRPHFK'tN\RSWLPDOL]DFi DSĜL]SĤVREHQt
pro malpVSRWĜHELþH DQDVD]HQt WHFKQLN\PHPEUiQRYpKRþHUSDGOD MH50(FRSUYQt
]DĜt]HQt SUR GHãĢRYRX YRGX NWHUi Y\ND]XMH R   QLåãt VSRWĜHEX HQHUJLH RSURWL
klasickêP]DĜt]HQtP QDGHãĢRYRu vodu. 
=DĜt]HQtVSRWĜHELþHNWHUi PRKRXEêWnapojena QD]DĜt]HQt RM Eco:  Toalety/pisoar 
Na RM Eco mRKRX EêW QDSRMHQ\ Då WĜL VSODFKRYiQt
WRDOHW\ D SLVRiU 0D[LPiOQt VWDYHEQt YêãND VSRWĜHELþĤ
nad RM Eco je 6 m. 3ĜLVRXþDVQpPVSODFKRYiQtYãHFK
WC se prodlXåXMH þDV SRWĜHEQê QD GRSOQČQt
VSODFKRYDFtFK QiGUåek. V SĜtSDGČ åH MH SLVRiU
SDUDOHOQČ ]SURYR]QČQ V MLQêPL VSRWĜHELþL PĤåH nastat 
situace, NG\QHEXGHGRVWDWHþQêWODN 3UDþND
0RKRXEêWQDSRMHQ\SUDþN\  
Pokud je napojena YtFH MDN MHGQD SUDþND QHER je 
sRXþDVQČ QDSĜ ]DOpYiQD ]DKUDGD PĤåH GRMtW
SĜL VRXþDVQpm provozu k SĜHUXãHQt SURJUDPX SUDþN\,
SRNXGQHQtGRSOQČQt YRG\GRVWDWHþQČ U\FKOpProto se 
GRSRUXþXMH X SUDþHN SRXåtYDW program s RGORåHQêm 
startem.  =DKUDGDþLãWČQt
3UR PDOp ]DYODåRYDFt D þLVWtFt þiQQRVWL PĤåH EêW
na RM Eco SĜLSRMHQ]DKUDGQtYRGRYRGQtNRKRut.
1tåHXYHGHQp]DKUDGQtVSRWĜHELþH PRKRXEêWQDSRMHQ\
na RM Eco:  ]DKUDGQtKDGLFHVHVSUFKRX,  PDOêSRVWĜLNRYDþGREDUOK,  Y\VRNRWODNêþLVWLþdo 500 l/h. 
1iVOHGXMtFtVSRWĜHELþHQHVPt EêWSĜLSojeny na RM Eco:  ]DYODåRYDFtV\VWpP\NWHUpMVRXGpOHQHåGYČKRGLQ\QHSĜHWUåLWČ v provozu,  ]DYODåRYDFt V\VWpP\ NWHUp MVRX SRXåtYiQ\ N QHSĜHWUåLWp ]iYOD]H YtFH MDN
500 l/h,  s\VWpP\QDNDSNRYRX]iYODKX. 






$XWRPDWLFNiGRSOĖRYDFtMHGQRWND PĤåHSUDFRYDWYHGYRXUHåLPHFK - DXWRPDWLFNpP
D~GUåERYpP9 RERXUHåLPHFKSUREtKi]DSQXWtDY\SQXWtPHPEUiQRYpKRþHUSDGOD












8. )LOWUQDGHãĢRYpYRG\  
9. PORYRXFtsaFtILOWU
2.2 $XWRPDWLFNêUHåLP
V DXWRPDWLFNpP UHåLPX si SĜLYiGt VDPRQDViYDFt PHPEUiQRYp þHUSDGOR GHãĢRYRX
vodu z QiGUåH k SUiYČ SRXåtYDQêP VSRWĜHELþĤP Je-li v DNXPXODþQt QiGUåL
QHGRVWDWHNGHãĢRYpYRG\ - DXWRPDWLFN\VHSĜHSQHHOHNWULFNêWĜtFHVWQêNXORYLWêYHQWLO
QD UHåLP ]iVRERYiQt SLWQRX YRGRX 6DFt SRWUXEt z DNXPXODþQt QiGUåH je pak 
X]DYĜHQo a voda SUR SRXåLWt je odebtUiQD ]H ]iVREQt QiGUåN\ XPtVWČQp SĜtPR
v automatiFNp MHGQRWFH 50. =iVREQt QiGUåka je GRSOĖRYiQD pitnou vodou SĜHV
SORYRXFt ventil. Pokud se DNXPXODþQt QiGUå RSČW QDSOQt GHãĢRYRX YRGRX dojde 
k SĜHSQXWt WĜtFHVWQpKR NXORYpKR YHQWLOX QD VWDQGDUGQt UHåLP GRSOĖRYiQt GHãĢRYRX
vodou.  
2.3 ÒGUåERYêUHåLP
V ~GUåERYpP UHåLPX SUDFXMH HOHNWULFNê WĜtFHVWQê YHQWLO v QHSĜHWUåLWpP provozu 
s pitnou vodou. 
10. 8NOLGQČQtSĜtWRNX
11. 2FKUDQQpSRWUXEtSURVDFtSRWUXEt
a kabel senzoru 
12. 3ĜtYRGQtSRWUXEtGHãĢRYpYRG\
13. Prostup 
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Obr. 5 3ORYiNRYêVStQDþObr. 4 6DGDWODNRYpKRSĜLSRMHQt





RM Eco 10 
5R]PČU\Y[ã[K 398 x 353 x 200 mm 
Hmotnost 8 kg 
6tĢRYpQDSČWt 110-230VAC/50-60 Hz 
2YOiGDFtVtĢRYêGtOYêVWXS 24 VDC 5%
9VWXS]iNODGQtKRRYOiGiQt  22 - 28 VDC 
9êNRQ 90 W 
0D[SURYR]QtWODN 3,5 bar 
Max. SUĤWRN 10 l/min 
9êãNDViQt YL]NĜLYNDViQt
9VWXSQtWODNþHUSDGOD cca 2,4 bar 
7ĜtGa ochrany IP 44 
+OXþQRVW 48 dbA 
3ĜHWODNSLWQpYRG\ 2,5 - 6 bar 
0D[VWDYHEQtYêãNDVSRWĜHELþH  10 m 
'pONDNDEHOX[SUĤPČU 15 m x  8 mm
7ĜtGDRFKUDQ\ IP 68 
Obr. 6 &KDUDNWHULVWLNDþHUSDGla SRXåLWpho v ]DĜt]HQt50(FR
Obr. 7 .ĜLYNDViQt
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3 3ĜLSRMRYDFt tvarovka 
4 OYOiGDFtVtĢRYêGtO
5 FHVWQê NXORYê NRKRXWVDFt
YHQWLOô³$*
6 ANXPXODþQtQiGUå
7 ZiVWXSQê V\PERO SUR R]QDþHQt
stavu vody RM Eco-FS 
YROLWHOQê
8 ZiNODGQtRYOiGiQt
9 U]DYtUDFt NRKRXW SUR SLWQRX
YRGX³,*
10 E[SDQ]QtQiGUåND









V SUD[L MH þHUSDGOR GtN\ SRGWODNRYêP ]WUiWiP WĜHQt Y WUXEFH YêãND QDViYiQt
VDPRQDViYDFt MHQ Y XUþLWpP UR]PH]t 9 WRPWR SURYR]QtP UR]VDKX VH GDĜt þHUSDGOR
VDPRVWDWQČ RGY]GXãQLW QDSĜ SĜL SUYQtP XYHGHQt GR SURYR]X EH] PDQXiOQtKR
]DYRGQČQtþHUSDGOD&KDUDNWHULVWLNDViQtXND]XMH]iYLVORVWGpON\ViQtQDYêãFHViQt
3UĤVHþtN]SURVWĜHGNRYDQêFKKRGQRWY JUDIXVHPXVtQDFKi]HWQDG]REUD]HQRXVDFt
OLQLt 3RNXG MH ERG ViQt SRG VDFt OLQLt PXVt EêW ]DĜt]HQt GRSOQČQR SĜtGDYQêP
þHUSDGOem YROLWHOQp SĜtVOXãHQVWYt 50 Eco-/3 DE\ E\OR ]DMLãWČQR SDWĜLþQp ViQt
s GRVWDWHþQRXrezervou. 
3R]QiPND
'iYNRYDFt þHUSDGORSRGSRUXMHViQt WDNåHMH UHDOL]RYiQDdo 3 m YČWãtVDFtYêãND7R
znDPHQi åH VDFtFKDUDNWHULVWLNDVHSRVXQHRPSDUDOHOQČGROĤ
3ĜtNODGGLPHQ]RYiQt 3ĜtNODG$
'pONDVDFtKRSRWUXEt  m 
6DFtYêãND -PYêãNRYêUR]GtO PH]LQHMKOXEãtVDFtSR]LFtDþHUSDGOHP
ĺ 6SUiYQČ. PUĤVHþtN OHåtQDGNĜLYNRXViQt. 
 3ĜtNODG%
'pONDVDFtKRSRWUXEt  m 
6DFtYêãND  -PYêãNRYêUR]GtOPH]LQHMKOXEãtVDFtSR]LFtDþHUSDGOHP
ĺ âSDWQČ. PUĤVHþtNOHåt SRGNĜLYNRX ViQt. Je dRSRUXþHQRSRXåtWSĜtVOXãHQVWYt
þHUSDGOD50-Eco LP (viz. strana 31) SURSRGSRUXViQt
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5.3 NRUP\VPČUQLFHWHVWRYiQtUR]ERU\
50(FRVSOĖXMH YãHFKQ\ normy pro SRGREQi ]DĜt]HQtna Y\XåtYiQt GHãĢRYêFK vod 
YþHWQČSĜtVQČMãtFKQČPHFNêFKQRUHPDSĜHGSLVĤ  
1. PĜtWRNSLWQpYody do ]iVREQtQiGUåN\
2. PĜHSDGRYêRWYRU]iVREQtQiGUåN\
3. MaxLPiOQt KODGLQD YRG\ SĜL FK\EQp
funkci) 
4. BH]SHþQp RGGČOHQt SLWQp YRG\ RG
SURYR]QtYRG\
9iPL ]DNRXSHQê SĜtVWURM RGSRYtGi YH VYp NRQFHSFL, konstrukci a SURYR]Qtm 
SURYHGHQtm ]iNODGQtP EH]SHþQRVWQtP SRåDGDYNĤP D SRåDGDYNĤP QD RFKUDQX
]GUDYtGOH(8.  
3ĜL SURYHGHQêFK ]PČQiFKQDSĜtVWrRML NWHUp QHMVRXQiPL RGVRXKODVHQ\ ]WUiFt WRWR
SURKOiãHQtVYRXSODWQRVW7HQWRSĜtVWURMVSOĖXMHSRåDGDYN\(8VPČUQLF
EC - VPČUQLFHVWURMĤ(:*L.d.F. 91/368/EWG 
EC - Qt]NRQDSČĢRYpVPČUQLFH(:*
EG - VPČUQLFH HOHNWURPDJQHWLFNi kompatibilita 89/336/EWG i.d.F. 
93/31/EWG 
6KRGDSĜtVWURMHs YêãHXYHGHQêPLVPČUQLFHPLMHSRWvr]HQD&(]QDþNRX
3RXåLWp KDUPRQL]DþQt(8 - normy: 
EN 60335-1:1194/A1/A11/A12/A113/A14, EN60335-2-41:1996 
3RXåLWpQRUP\DWHFKQLFNpVSHFLILNDFH






Obr. 8 $NXPXODFH SLWQp YRG\ v ]iVREQt
Y\URYQiYDFtQiGUåFH





=DĜt]HQt50(Fo je sestaveQRPRGXOiUQČ.DåGê MHGQRWND O]H LQGLYLGXiOQČVHVWDYLW
GOHSRWĜHE\
6.1 2YOiGDFt jednotka 
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SRXþiVWL PHPEUiQRYpho þHUSDGOa 
1 PĜLYiGČFtNDEHO
 2 ZiPHNMH]GFH
3 3ĜLSRMRYDFt svorkovnice 
 4 TODNRYêVStQDþ
 5 KDEHOWODNRYpKRVStQDþH
3ĜLSRMRYDFt matky QDVDFtDWODNRYpVWUDQČþHUSDGOD MVRXRSDWĜHQ\U\FKORX]iYČU\3ĜL
dHPRQWiåL PĤåH EêW NRQFRYi matka snadno Y\WDåHQa 3ĜL PRQWiåL PČMWH
QD]ĜHWHOLåHWČVQRVWMH]DMLãWČQDDå tehdy, kdy jsou matky ~SOQČVWODþHQy. 
6.1.1 9HQWLOiWRU
9HQWLOiWRU]DMLãĢXMHFKOD]HQtþHUSDGODURYQRPČUQêSURXGHP
vzduchu. V SĜtSDGČ åH QHQt ]DMLãWČQ NRQWLQXiOQt SURYR]
PĤåH GRMtW HOHNWURQLFN\ N RGSRMHQt YHQWLOiWRUX 7tP MH
XãHWĜHQR RNROR : 3RNXG YãDN þHUpadlo pracuje 
QHSĜHWUåLWČ EH] YHQWLOiWRUX V Y\VRNêP ]SČWQêP WODNHP
D]DKĜHMHVHWHSORWQtVHQ]RUþHUSDGODþHUSDGORRGVWDYt
  












3ORYiNRYê YHQWLO uGUåuje NRQVWDQWQt VWDY vody v ]iVREQt QiGUåce. 0D[LPiOQt VWDY
YRG\E\PČOEêWSĜL]DYtUiQtSORYiNRYpKRYHQWLOXFFD FPSRGKUDQRXSĜHSDGX]DGQt
VWUDQD QiGUåH MaximiOQt Vtav vody MH PRåQp PČQLW RWRþHQtP þHUQpKR WČOHVD
SORYiNX. 1DQDSRMHQtSORYiNRYpKRYHQWLOXVHQDFKi]tRFKUDQQpVtWR
6.3 (OHNWULFNêWĜtFHVWQê kulovêventil 
(OHNWULFNê NXORYê ventil SĜHStQi PH]L SURYR]HP na GHãĢRYRX YRGX D SLWQRX YRGu. 
1DVWDYHQtNXORYpKRventilu je kontrolovatelnp SĜHVXND]DWHOYL]QtåH. 
Provoz na pitnou vodu (þHUSDGOR VDMH ]H
]iVREQtQiGUåN\) 
Provoz na GHãĢRYRX YRGu (þHUSDGOR VDMH
z DNXPXODþQtQiGUåH) 
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6.4 Sada SUR]DMLãWČQtSRWĜHEQpKRWODNX
6DGDSUR ]DMLãWČQt SRWĜHEQpKR WODNX obsahuje H[SDQ]Qt QiGUåNX NWHUi MH QH]E\WQi
k WLFKpPX SURYR]X ]DĜt]HQt 9VWXSQt SĜLSRMRYDFt Wlak je nastaven z YêURE\ QD
2,0 EDU([SDQ]QtQiGUåNDVHVWDUiRWRaby pulsace nebyly SĜHQiãHQ\GRV\VWpPX. 
3RVWXSSĜLNRQWUROHWODNXSĜLREVOX]HYVWXSQtKRWODNX
1) ZDWiKQRXW]DVtĢRYRX]iVXYNX50(FR.  
2) 8]DYĜtWWODNRYêY\StQDFtYHQWLO. 
3) OWHYĜtWRGY]GXãĖRYDFtventil (tlak klesne na 0 bar). 
4) ZNRQWURORYDW YVWXSQt WODN Y]GXFKX QD Y]GXFKRYpP
YHQWLOX SURVWĜHGQLFWYtP Y]GXFKRYpKR þHUSDGOD
s PDQRPHWUHP QDSĜ SXmpa na kola nebo 
pneumatiky). 
V SĜtSDGČ åH MH YVWXSQt WODN SĜtOLã PDOê PXVt VH
SXPSLþNRXQH]E\WQê SĜHtlak RSČW nastavit. 
  
5) 3ĜLRSČWRYQpPXYHGHQtGRSURYR]XMHQXWQRVtĢRYRX
]iVXYNX ]DSRMLW D YRGX SĜHV RGY]GXãĖRYDFt NRKRXW
nechat SURWpNDW, dokud nebude Y\WpNDW voda bez 
bublin. 
6) 1D ]iYČU MH QXWQp ]DYĜtW Rdv]GXãĖRYDFt ventil  
a RWHYĜtW ventil pro nastaYHQt WODNX 3RWp MH ]DĜt]HQt
pĜLSUDYHQRN provozu. 
  






=DĜt]HQt RM Eco je GRGiYiQo s GUåiNHP QD VWČQX 9]GiOHQRVW
od VWURSXDY]GiOHQRVWLRGVWČQMHQXWQRGRdUåHW] GĤYRGXmoQWiåHD~GUåE\. 
8SHYQČQt 50 (FR SURVWĜHGQLFWYtP KPRåGLQHN
D ãURXEĤ  8 mm MH QXWQR SURYpVW SRPRFt
YRGRYiK\9HYêãFHKRUQtFKXSHYĖRYDFtFKYUWĤ
OHåt YUW\ SUR XSHYĖRYDFt VYRUN\ H[SDQ]Qt
QiGUåN\DWRvHY]GiOHQRVWL260 mm.  
3UR]PtUQČQt YLEUDFt MHQXWQp upevnit RM Eco 
YãHPLþW\ĜPLãURXE\
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7.2 NDSRMHQtQDSRWUXEtV pitnou vodou 
1DSRMHQt QD SRWUXEt pitnp vody MH ]DMLãWČQR SĜHV
SĜLORåHQRXIOH[LELOQtKDGLFLV X]DYtUDFtP ventilem. 
Pokyn:  Flexi hadice QHVPt EêW PRQWRYiQD SRG
tlakem. 9ãHFKQ\ SĜLORåHQp IOH[L KDGLFH PDMt
SĜHSDGRYp SUĤFKRGN\ V SRYUFKRYêP
WČVQČQtP 1HVPt EêW SRXåLW åiGQê GDOãt WČVQtFt
PDWHULiO.  3ĜHSDGRYp ãURXEHQt MH QXWQR QDPRQWRYDW
na spoMQiGUåHDNOtþHPSHYQČVWiKQRXW 2VWDWQt VWUDQ\ IOH[L KDGLFH SĜHSDGRYp
ãURXEHQt ]DãURXERYDW QDPRQWRYDQêP
X]iYČURYêP YHQWLOHP QD SRWUXEt V pitnou 
vodou. 
  





Instalace ViQt Y\åDGXMH ]YOiãWQt SR]RUQRVW SURWRåH SRX]H EH]FK\EQRX PRQWiåt
a WČVQRVWt se ]DMLVWt EH]SUREOpPRYê SUovoz ]DĜt]HQt Pro bezSRUXFKRYê SURYR] je 
QXWQpWDNpGRGUåHW pokyny jako YêãNXViQtDGpONXViQt (viz Kap 4.2.). 
 1 SDFtventil na RM Eco  
 2 SDFtSRWUXEt
 3 PUĤFKRGka 
 4 2FKUDQQp SRWUXEt
 5 PORYRXFtnaViYiQt
7.3.1 IQVWDODFHRFKUDQQpKRSRWUXEt
SaFt SRWUXEt PXVt EêW poORåHQR Y RFKUDQQpP SRWUXEt DN 100, aby byla zaruþHQD
VWiOi SĜtVWXSQRVW Abychom zamezili YêVN\WX YRG\ Y RFKUDQQpm potrubt, PXVt EêW
SRORåHQR ve sklonu >1 % k QiGUåL
9ãHREHFQČE\PČODEêWXWČVQČQDYãHFKQD SRWUXEtYHGHQiY RFKUDQQp WUXEFHQDSĜ
SĜHVVWČQRYRXSUĤFKRGNXN domu.   
3ĜHV SUĤFKRGNX PĤåH EêW YHGHQR VDFt SRWUXEt L NDEHO SORYiNRYpKR VStQDþH
K XWČVQČQtSUĤFKRGHNVHSRXåtYiQDSĜtNODGJXPRYpWČVQČQt7tPMH]DEUiQČQRWRPX




DOH SĜHVWR ]ĤVWDQH IOH[LELOQt 7RXWR KDGLFt E\ PČOR EêW ]DMLãWČQR SORYRXFt ViQt
v akumulaci. $E\FKRP ]DPH]LOL SRWHQFLRQiOQtP QHWČVQRVWHP QD PtVWHFK VSRMĤ
GRSRUXþXMHVHViQtSURYpVWKDGLFt] jednoho kusu. 
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9DURYiQt
9QLWĜQt SUĤPČU QDViYDFtKR SRWUXEt PXVt EêW
PLQLPiOQČ13 PPDE\E\ORGRVDåHQRGRVWDWHþQpKR
proudu. 
Sint QHVPt EêW GRSOQČQR R åiGQê YRGQt ILOWU QHERĢ
MHMLFKWČVQČQtQHMVRXVWDYČQD na podtlak.  
PVC - hDGLFH MVRX SUR GHãĢRYp YRG\ QHYKRGQp
=NXãHQRVWL XNi]DO\ åH SR NUiWNpP þDVH NĜHKQRX
DMVRXSURSXVWQpSURSO\Q\
V QDViYDFtP SURVWoUX QHVPt EêW RVD]HQ\ IOH[L- 
KDGLFH QHERĢ PČNQRX D YQLWĜQt JXPRYp KDGLFH VH
SĜLSRGWODNXVPUãĢXMt. 
+DGLFH QDViYDFtKR SRWUXEt VH QHVPt SĜHORåLW QHER
zalomit. 
  





Po ]DYHGHQt saFtho SRWUXEt GR GRPX, provedeme 
MHKR QDSRMHQt N MHGQRWFH 50 (FR SĜHV SĜHYOHþQRX
PDWNX NWHURX SHYQČ SĜLSRMtPH N ViQt 6DFt SRWUXEt
QHVPt Y\YtMHW åiGQp VtO\ QD SĜtVWURM 3URWR MH QXWQR
XSHYQLW QDViYDFt SRWUXEt SĜHV VHSDUiWQt VYRUN\
WUXEHNQDVWČQX
7.3.4  IQVWDODFHSORYRXFtKRViQt
'RSRUXþXMHPH GR QiGUåH V GHãĢRYRX YRGRX XPtVWLW
SORYRXFt ViQt. T\WR SRåDGDYN\ VSOĖXMH SĜtVOXãQê
produNW SĜtVOXãHQVWYt YL] REUi]HN YSUDYR 'HãĢRYi
voda je z DNXPXODþQt QiGUåH ViQD EH]SURVWĜHGQČ
SRGYRGQtKODGLQRXNGH MHGHãĢRYiYRGDQHMþLVWČMãt
Integrovanê ]SČWQê YHQWLO ]DMLVWt uGUåHQt vody 
v QDViYDFtP SRWUXEt 1DViYDFt VtWR REVWDUiYi
GRGDWHþQRXRFKUDQX þHUSDGOD6DFt KDGLFH V ILOWUHP




6DGD WODNRYpKR QDSRMHQt UR]VDK GRGiYN\ SĜHGVWDYXMH VSRMHQt PH]L þHUSDGO\  
DV\VWpPem WODNRYpKRSRWUXEt
3ĜLORåHQêPLmatkami je H[SDQ]QtQiGUåNDIL[RYiQDQD]Hć
2GY]GXãĖRYDFt ventil je Y\EDYHQWČVQtFtPNURXåNHPWDNåH
PĤåHEêWQDãURXERYiQEH]GRGDWHþQpKRWČVQtFtKR
SURVWĜHGNX
7ODNRYê X]DYtUDFt ventil, obsahujtFt WODNRPČU MH QiVOHGQČ
SĜLSRMHQ QD SRWUXEt QDãURXERYiQtP SORFKpKR WČVQtFtKR
ãURXEXQD7-NXVH[SDQ]QtQiGUåH   
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3RPRFtIOH[L-KDGLFHMHQDSRMHQRþHUSDGORWODNRYpþiVWL na druhou 
stranu T-kusu H[SDQ]Qt QiGUåN\ 3ĜLSRMHQt QDSRWUXEt MH SRPRFt
SORFKpKRWČVQtFtKRãURXEX  
7.5 1DSRMHQtQRX]RYpKRSĜHSDGX
Na jednotku RM Eco PXVt EêW QDSRMHQ nouzovê SĜHSDG 7HQ MH QDSRMHQ SRWUXEtP
profilu DN 50 QD RGYRGĖRYDFt V\VWpP EXGRY\ 2GYRGĖRYDFt V\VWpP PXVt EêW
QDYUåHQQDPD[LPiOQtSUĤWRNSĜHSDGX l/min. 
3R]QiPND
V UiPFL QDSRMHQt QD RGYRGĖRYDFt V\VWpP PXVt EêW
GRGUåHQD SRORKD KODGLQ\ ]SČWQpKR ]aGUåHQt tak,
DE\ ]SČWQi NODSND RG NDQDOL]DFH ]DEUiQLOD ]SČWQpPX
SUĤQLNX GR RWHYĜHQpKR WU\FKWêĜRYpKR QDSRMHQt QD 50
Eco. 




PXVt EêW ]DMLãWČQR SRPRFt SĜHþHUSiYDFtKR
]DĜt]HQt  
b) Hladina YRG\ MH SRG WU\FKWêĜHP QRX]RYpKR
SĜHSDGX]iVREQtQiGUåN\Æ QDSRMHQtQRX]RYpKR
SĜHSDGX MH ]DMLãWČQR QD YČWUDQpP SĜLSRMHQt
NDQiORYpKRSRWUXEtVHVLIyQHP
  












Kabel hladLQRYpKR VStQDFtKR SORYiNX je veden 
FKUiQLþNRX k ]DĜt]HQtRM Eco. 3ĜLLQVWDODFLSORYiNX
GR DNXPXODþQt QiGUåH GHãĢRYp YRG\ MH QXWQp
QDVWDYLW VSUiYQRX GpONX NDEHOX DE\ SORYiN SĜL
Qt]NpKODGLQČY\SQXOþHUSiQt] DNXPXODþQtQiGUåH
3URWL]iYDåt KODGLQRYpKR SORYiNX MH IL[RYiQR
v RGVWXSXFP$RGVDPRWQpKRSORYiNXV WtP
åH VH SORYiN PĤåH YROQČ SRK\ERYDW NROHP





GRMtW N MHKR ]DVHNQXWt QHER ]DKiNQXWt NWHUp E\
]DPH]LOR VSUiYQp IXQNFL SORYiNRYpKR VStQDþH
3ORYiN PXVt PtW NROHP VHEH YåG\ GRVWDWHþQê
SURVWRUDE\PRKOYROQČSODYDW
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8 89('(1Ë'235292=8$35292==$ěË=(1Ë
8.1 UYHGHQtGRprovozu na pitnou vodu 
1) Zkontrolujte, jestli jsou YãHFKQD SRWUXEt
napojena. 9\EHUWH~GUåERYêUHåLP = SĜHSQRXW
do pozice II.
2) 2WHYĜHWH YHQWLO X]iYČUX SRWUXEt na pitnou
vodXDE\VHQDSOQLOD]iVREQtQiGUåNDYRGRX
3) 8]DYĜHWH WODNRYêventil. 
4) OtevĜHWH oGY]GXãĖRYDFtventil NEHOtNQDYRGX
GUåHW SRG RGY]GXãĖRYDFtP ventilem) a 
þHUSDGOR nastartujte ]DVWUþHQtP do ]iVXYN\
Nechejte SURWpNDW YRGX WDN GORXKR SĜHV
RGY]GXãĖRYDFt ventil, GRNXG QHSRWHþH YRGD
bez bublin. 
5) 8]DYĜHWH RGY]GXãĖRYDFtventil. 
6) 2WHYĜHWH tODNRYê YHQtil a potrXEt Då
NH VSRWĜHELþĤP RGY]GXãQČWH QDSĜ
YtFHQiVREQêP sSOiFKQXWtP ]iFKRGX
a RWHYĜHQtP]DKUDGQtKDGLFH). 
7) 9\SQČWH sSRWĜHELþH ýHUSDGOR EXGH SĜHV
tlakRYê VStQDþDXWRPDWLFN\ Y\SQXWR Y SĜtSDGČ
GRVDåHQt max. tlaku v V\VWpPX




8.2  UYHGHQtGRprovozu na deãĢRYRXYRGu 
5HåLP na GHãĢRYRX YRGu lze zprovoznit pouze tehdy, bude-li GRVWDWHþQpPQRåVWYt
vody v QiGUåL (dioda QHVYtWt). 
1) Vyberte DXWRPDWLFNê UHåLP = SĜHSQRXW GR
pozice I.  
2) U]DYĜHWH WODNRYêventil. 
3) OWHYĜHWH RGY]GXãĖRYDFt ventil SĜLGUåWH
kbeltN QD YRGX SRG ventilem D þHUSDGOR
]DSQČWH ]DVWUþHQtP do ]iVWUþN\ (OHNWULFNê
WĜtFHVWQêventil funguje v UHåLPXna GHãĢRYRX
vodu. Nechejte SURWpNDW YRGX SĜHV
RGY]GXãĖRYDFt YHQWLO GRNXG QH]DþQH
RGWpNDWYRGDEH]EXEOLQ
4) 8]DYĜHWH RGY]GXãĖRYDFtventil. 
5) 2WHYĜHWH WODNRYêX]DYtUDFtYHQWLODSRWUXEtDå  
NH VSRWĜHELþĤP RGY]GXãQČWH QDSĜ
YtFHQiVREQp spliFKQXWt 6SRWĜHELþH
X]DYĜHWH ýerpadla se SĜHV WODNRYê VStQDþ
automaticky vypnou. 
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8.3  PURYR]QtUHåLP DXND]DWHOÄKOiãHQt³
=HOHQi /(' GLRGD VLJQDOL]XMH åH þHUSDGOR MH SĜLSUDYHQR N provozu a funguje 




6WDQGDUGQtW\SSURYR]XMe provoz v DXWRPDWLFNpPUHåLPXNWHUêMHY\EUiQ QDVWDYHQtP
pozice I. V WRPWR UHåLPX MHGQRWND RGHEtUi VWDQGDUGQČ ] DNXPXODþQt QiGUåH
s GHãĢRYRX YRGRX D Y SĜtSDGČ MHMtKR QHGRVWDWNX SUi]GQi DNXPXODþQt QiGUå Ve
DXWRPDWLFN\SĜHSQHQDGRSOĖRYiQtSLWQRXYRGRX] ĜiGX
$XWRPDWLFNêUHåLPQDVWDYHQtRYODGDþH,.
Ukazatel QiGUåH XND]XMH $86 = QiGUå  
QD GHãĢRYRX YRGX MH SOQi SORYiNRYê VStQDþ MH
NROPRY]KĤUX. 
AutomatiFNê UHåLP ÄSURYR] V SLWQRX YRGRX³
Ukazatel QiGUåHXND]XMH$1 = QiGUå s GHãĢRYRX
YRGRX MH SUi]GQi SORYiNRYê VStQDþ MH NROPR
GROĤ. 
8.3.2  ÒGUåERYêUHåLP QDVWDYHQtRYODGDþH,,
ÒGUåERYê UHåLP MHY\EUiQSĜHSQXWtP WODþtWNDGRSR]LFH II. Tento 
UHåLP je YKRGQp SRXåtW QDSĜtNODG SĜL SURYiGČQt ~GUåE\
akumuODþQt QiGUåH GHãĢRYp YRG\ -HGQRWND 50 (FR Y tomto 
UHåLPX EČåt YH VWiOpP SURYR]X QD SLWQRX YRGX QH]iYLVOH QD
VLJQiOXSORYiNX  
  





&K\ERYpKOiãHQt DĤYRG Oprava 
ýHUpadlo se nezapne a 
YãHFKQ\/('diody EOLNDMt. 




a) ochrany proti provozu 




D QHSĜHSQXO QD SURYR]




a)   zkontrolujte funkci  
D SR]LFL SORYiNRYpKR
VStQDþH YL] Kap. 
6.3.4), poWp znovu 
XYHćWHGRSURYR]X uWČVQČWH PtVWD
QDSRMHQt na VDFt
SRWUXEt SRWp znovu 
XYHćWH  
do provozu 
b) vyvarujte se 
QHSĜHWUåLWpPX SURYRzu 
VSRWĜHELþĤ
2SČWRYQp VSXãWČQtSRQRX]RYpP]DVWDYHQt:  RESET RGSRMHQtP QDSiMHFtKR NDEHOX QD GREXQHMPpQČ5 sekund, dokud nedojde 
k ]KDVQXWtYãHFK/('GLRG Zapojte QDSiMHFtNDEHO
Y SĜtSDGČ, åHQHSURXGt åiGQi YRGDDQHER QHQt Y\WYRĜHQ åiGQê WODN QDFKi]t se vzduch 
v VDFtP SRWUXEt2GY]GXãQČQtVHSURYiGtSĜHVRGY]GXãĖRYDFtNRKRXWMDNMHSRSViQRY kap. 
7.2.) 
&K\ERYpKOiãHQt DĤYRG Oprava 
ýHUSDGOR VH QH]DSQH D
QHVYtWtåiGQiLED dioda 
a) NHQtN GLVSR]LFLQDSČWt. a) ZNRQWUROXMWH QDSiMHFt
kabel. 
ýHUSadlo se nezapne a 
þHUYHQiLED GLRGDVYtWt
a) THSORWQtRFKUDQQêVStQDþ





b) TODNRYê VHQ]RU Pi
poruchu. 
c) UKOtNRYp NDUWiþH MVRX
RSRWĜHEHQp QHER jsou 
v SRUXãH
a) ýerpadlo se 
automaticky znovu 
]DSQH NG\å se motor 
ochlaGt. 1DMGČWH GĤYRG
SĜHWtåHQta opravte jej. 
b) 9\PČĖWH tODNRYê
senzor.  
c) 9\PČĖWH þHUSDGOR. 
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ýHUSDGORVHQH]DStQi a) NHQt GRVDåHQ Y\StQDFt WODN
(<3 bar). V V\VWpPX je 
vzduch. 




SRWUXEt(viz Kap. 7.2). 
b) 9\PČĖWH WODNRYêVStQDþ.  
ýHUSDGORNOHSH a) NHWČVQRVW VSRWĜHELþH. 
b) PĜtOLã Qt]Nê RGEČU YRG\
VSRWĜHELþL. 
a) 2GVWUDĖWH QHWČVQRVWL.  
b) Zkontrolujte VSRWĜHELþH.  
ýHUSDGOR NOHSH  
a SUDYLGHOQČ VH Y\StQi
D]DStQi ]HOHQiLED dioda 
PRþiWHþQtYêNRQþHUSDGODMHSĜtOLã
YHONê RFKUDQQê VStQDþ
QDSiMHFtKR NDEHOX MH DNWLYQt
SURWRåH  
a) WODNRYê VStQDþ Pi SRUXFKX
(tlak >6 bar), 
b) PRWRUþHUSDGODMHEORNRYiQ. 
a) V\PČĖWH WODNRYê VStQDþ




a) Vzduch v V\VWpPX. a) 2GY]GXãQČWH SRWUXEQt
V\VWpPYL] Kap. 7.2). 
V provozu na GHãĢRYRX




b) SDFt KDGLFHMHSĜLãNUFHQi. 
c) NHWČVQRVW VDFtKR SRWUXEt
nebo SĜtSRMQêFKPtVW. 
d) äiGQp SĜHSRMHQt QD SLWQRX
vodu, SORYiNRYê VStQDþ je 
ãSDWQČ XPtVWČQ nebo Pi
poruchu. 
a) 2þLVWČWHVDFtILOWU  
b) =NRQWUROXMWH VDFt SRWUXEt
Zkontrolujte sactSRWUXEtD
SĜtSRMQiPtVWD. 
c) 3ĜH]NRXãHMWH funkci 
ploviNRYpKR VStQDþH a
jeho pozici (viz Kap. 
6.3.4), SRWp znovu uvHćWH
do provozu. 
V provozu na pitnou vodu: 
SUĤWRN MH SĜtOLã PDOê QHER
þHUSDGORQHþHUSiYRGX
a) PĜtOLãPiORYRG\QHERYĤEHF
åiGQi YRGD Y DNXPXODþQt
QiGUåL. 
b) WĜtFHVWQê NXORYê ventil QHQt
SĜHSQXWê QD SURYR]
na pitnou vodu. 
a) Zkontrolujte SĜHWODN SLWQp
vody, RþLVWČWH ILOWUDþQtVtWR
na vstupu do QiGUåN\ (viz 
Kap. 5.4). 
b) 9\PČĖWH WĜtFHVWQê NXORYê
ventil. 
=DĜt]HQt QHSĜHStQi
automaticky z GHãĢRYp QD
SLWQRXYRGXDREUiFHQČ
a) PORYiNRYê VStQDþ QHQt
VSUiYQČXPtVWČQ. 
b) 3ORYiNRYê VQtPDþ Pi
poruchu. 
c) WĜtFHVWQê NXORYê ventil 
QHIXQJXMH L SĜHV VLJQil
SORYiNRYpKRVStQDþH. 
a) Zkontrolujte funkci 
plRYiNRYpKR VStQDþH a
MHKR XPtVWČQt (viz Kap. 
6.6), potp znovu XYHćWH
SORYiNRYê VStQDþ do 






Hluk þHrpadla je VO\ãHW
daleko RGSĜtstroje 
a) NHIXQJXMH WOXPHQt zvuku 
H[SDQ]QtQiGUåNRX. 
a) 2SČWRYQČ]DMLVWČWH SĜHWODN
expanzQt QiGUåN\ bary 
(viz Kap. 5.5). 













50 (&2  PHPEUiQRYp þHUSDGOR YþHWQČ
WODNRYpKRRYODGDþH
[1]+[2] RM ECO P10 
7ODNRYêRYODGDþ [2] RM ECO PD 





[4] RM ECO N10 
3/2ceVWQêNXORYêventil [5] RM ECO KH 
$NXPXODþQtQiGUå [6] RM ECO B 
3ORYRXFtYHQWLOSURDNXPXODþQtQiGUå RM ECO NSP 
=iNODGQtRYOiGiQt [8] RM ECO STP 
([SDQ]QtQiGUåND [10] RM ECO AG 
PloviNRYê VStQDþ RM ECO SCHW 
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RAINMASTER ECO-FS je ukazatel hladiny XUþHQê N instalaci v jednotce RM-ECO. 
3RXåLWtPXND]DWHOHKODGLQ\PiWHVWiOê SĜHKOHGRVWDYXKODGLQ\YQiGUåL. 
RM-ECO-FS VH VNOiGi ] GLVSOHMH, V\VWpPX VQtPiQt D RYOiGDFt MHGQRWN\ QiGUåH.
Displej je MHGQRGXãH QDPRQWRYiQ na voOQp PtVWR QD SĜHGQtP NU\WX 50 (&2
Propojents KODYQtPRYODGDþHP 50(&2MH]DMLãWČQRSRPRFtSORFKpKRNDEHOX
 RM-ECO-LP
2GVWĜHGLYp þHUSDGOR50(&2-/3 MH VSHFLiOQČ QDYUåHQR SURPRGXO 5$,10$67(5
Eco. RM ECO-LP VORXåtNH]YêãHQt WODNXYVWXSQtYRG\ SĜL YČWãthloubce ViQtnebo 
GHOãt VDFt GpOFH 7R MHQXWQp NG\åVDFtGpONDSĜHViKQHVSHFLILNDFL þHUSDGOD Y RM-
(&2ýerpadlo YLVtQD SORYiNX a SRK\EXMHQDKRUXDGROĤ s hladinou vody YQiGUåL.
Proto je voda YåG\þHUSiQD z QHMþLVWãt oblasti, WČVQČSRG YRGQtKODGLQRX. RM-ECO-
LP obsahuje REČKRYp SRQRUQpþHUSDGORVDFtILOWU]SČWQRX klapku a plovaFtEDOyQHN
3URSRMHQtV KODYQtPRYODGDþHP50(&2MH]DMLãWČQRSRPRFtSORFKpKRNDEHOX





Sada RM-ECO-LP REVDKXMHYãHFKQ\ SRWĜHEQpGtO\ pro PRQWiå.  
1. PRQRUQpþHUSDGOR Yþ. 5 m kabelu 
2. 1/2" ]SČWQêYHQWLOs REMtPNRX na hadici  14 mm
3. 2/3" redukce SURSĜLSRMHQtN VDFtmu SRWUXEt RAINMASTER Eco  
4. 3ORYRXFt koule s KiN\] QHUH]RYp oceli 
5. 9RGRWČVQi SURSRMRYDFtNUDELFH  
6. 9i]DFtSiVN\QDNDEHO\
7HFKQLFNpGDWD
1DSiMHQt 24 V 
0D[VDFtYêãND 3,2 m 
0D[SUĤWRN 25 l/min 
'pONDNDEHOXSUĤĜH] 5 m / 5 mm
7ĜtGDRFKUDQ\ IP68 
&KDUDNWHULVWLNDVDFtKRYêNRQX50(FRD RM Eco + RM Eco-LP
Instalace 
ýHUSDGORDSORYiNVHRVD]XMHQDVDFtKDGLFL 50(&2PtVWRSORYiNXDVDFtKRNRãH
ze sestavy RM ECO. 
1. =SČWQêYHQWLO VHQDPRQWXMHPH]LVDFtKDGLFLDþHUSDGOR'R]iYLWXPH]LYHQWLO
a þHUSDGORVHGRSRUXþXMHGiWWHIORQRYiSiVND
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k þHUSDGOXVHSĜLSRMtk VDFtKDGLFL QHVPtGRMtWN ]DãNUFHQtVDFtKDGLFH
4. 1DSRMHQt NDEHOX QDSiMHQt VH SURYiGt SRPRFt SURSRMRYDFt NUDELFH NWHUp VH
LQVWDOXMH X UHYL]QtKR RWYRUX D PXVt EêW PLQLPiOQČ  cm nad hladinou vody. 
3URSRMRYDFt NUDELFH MH VSRMHQD V ĜtGtFtPSDQHOHP50(&2 kabelem ò "AG / 
 14 mm (SURGORXåHQtposkytuje ]iND]QtNPLQ. 2 x 0,5 mm ð,  5-7 mm). 3ĜL
QDSRMRYiQtMHSRWĜHEDGiYDWSR]RUQDSRODULWX
13 ZÈ58.$
-H SRVN\WRYiQD ]iUXND QD ]DĜt]HQt  PČVtFĤ RG GDWD ]DNRXSHQt 8VFKRYHMWH VL
SHþOLYČGRNODGR]DNRXSHQtN SURNi]iQtGDWD]DNRXSHQt]DĜt]HQt
=H]iUXN\ MVRXY\MPXW\ãNRG\NWHUpE\O\]SĤVREHQ\QHYKRGQêPSRXåtYiQtPQHER
Y]QLNO\ RSRWĜHEHQtP þL ]iVDKHP WĜHWt RVRE\ =iUXND VH QHY]WDKXMH QD QHGRVWDWN\
NWHUpRYOLYĖXMtMHQQHSDWUQČKRGQRWXQHERSRXåLWHOQRVWSĜtVWURMH
14  KONTAKT 
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